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Produced by SSTL, the DMC-3 satellites provide high resolution imagery vital to UK national security interests.

UK MAPS OUT SPACE DEFENCE

Connecting civil space with UK security interests – a new role for the RAF.
AS THE UK SPACE SECTOR’S world-leading experts
gathered on 21 May for the first ever UK Defence
Space Conference, partnered with SpaceFlight
magazine and the British Interplanetary Society,
Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson announced the
launch of the UK’s first Defence Space Strategy and
pledged an uplift in expertise to ensure Britain
remains at the forefront of the space domain.
With an increasing amount of the UK’s military
systems now dependent on space technology, it was
announced at the conference that RAF Air Command
has assumed responsibility for command and control
of UK military space operations to defend the UK’s
interests in space.
The Defence Secretary has also confirmed his
intention to boost the 500 personnel currently
working in the UK defence space sector by a fifth
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over the next five years, taking the total to over 600.
The new Strategy, expected within the next few
months, will set out plans to protect UK operations
against emerging space-based threats such as
jamming of civilian satellites used for broadcasters
and satellite navigation to support military
capabilities. It will also explore defence requirements
for a UK GPS system and assess the current
contribution to the EU Galileo programme.
Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson said: “We
must make sure we are primed and ready to deter
and counter the intensifying threats to our everyday
life that are emerging in space. That’s why today I’m
announcing the RAF is taking the lead in this area
and why we plan to increase the number of
personnel covering space.
“Satellite technology is not just a crucial tool for

BEHIND THE NEWS

Briefing

ESA

our armed forces but vital to our way of life, whether
that be access to our mobile phones, the internet or
television. It is essential we protect our interests and
assets from potential adversaries who seek to cause
major disruption and do us harm.
“Britain is a world leader in the space industry
and our defence scientists and military personnel
have played a central role in the development of the
EU’s Galileo satellite programme alongside British
companies, so it is important we also review our
contribution and how we plan for alternative systems
in this crucial area.”

FLYING HIGH

MAIN IMAGES: SSTL

Another small satellite which has applications for both civil and military users, Carbonite-2 from SSTL.

TOP JOB
Pedro Duque (above) went into space
in 1998 aboard the Shuttle Discovery
and became Spain’s first astronaut,
representing the European Space
Agency. Five years later he visited the
ISS to conduct science experiments
on behalf of ESA and his native
country. Now he has been selected
for the top science job as minister of
science, innovation and universities.
Spain’s science programme is in
deep crisis, having dropped by 30%
since the 2008 financial crisis with
belt-tightening having cut into agreed
programmes and grants.

OMAN TOURIST BOARD

STRATEGY

As part of the European Union’s Galileo programme,
UK companies have led the way in developing
innovative satellite technology. The UK has
contributed £1.2 billion in funding to the programme
and provided vital ground infrastructure in the
Falklands and the Ascension Islands. As part of the
new Strategy, the MOD has pledged to work with
the UK Space Agency to explore opportunities for UK
companies to benefit from an alternative to Galileo.
Speaking at the conference, Defence Minister
Guto Bebb said: “Space is a vital part our economy,
with an industry worth £14 billion a year. With the
launch of this Strategy, we are setting our aspirations
much higher, to ensure that our industry continues to
benefit from the growth in satellite technology. We
are investing millions in Britain’s most innovative
companies to help us launch forward in the space
domain.”
Reinforcing the RAF is vital within a national space
defence infrastructure, Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief
Marshal Sir Stephen Hiller said: “I am determined to
ensure that the RAF’s leadership of military space
operations transforms our ability to address the
growing threats and hazards. In doing this, it is
essential that we work jointly across Defence and
with partners cross Government and internationally.
“Satellites and space-based services provide
communications, imagery, precision targeting and
friendly force tracking for the armed forces. As the
reliance on satellites continues to grow, any
disruption could lead to severe consequences,
whether by natural or man-made hazards, or

Oman dust to Mars dust?

OMAN TO MARS
Hot on the heels of other Middle East
countries, Oman is poised for a major
step forward in its aspirations to
become a space-faring nation, with
plans to engage in space science,
planetary exploration, satellite
navigation systems and Earth
resources monitoring. India has
pledged support for Oman’s
programme, and is helping the
country grow its technical capabilities
in these directions. But it may be too
much to hope for a visit to Mars in
2020 unless India is prepared to give
away much of the technological
capability it demonstrated with its
own Mars mission in 2016.
Meanwhile, the UAE has shortlisted
95 men and women for its astronaut
corps, with plans to reduce that to
four appointees by the end of 2018 for
missions beginning in 2021.
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 5
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Europa Clipper heading for the Jovian moon.

DMC-3 1-m resolution image of London Heathrow.

CLIPPER TO SAIL

intentional threats from hostile
states. The Defence Space Strategy
will examine how the UK can work
with its allies across NATO and the
Five-Eyes partnership of Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, the US and
the UK to protect mutually
supported space interests.
Gavin Williamson reaffirmed the
Government’s resolve to increase
the number of people working in
the sector in part by making the
RAF the lead service with a
determination to help develop an

Congress has given an unasked-for $545
million to NASA for Europa Clipper, which
could launch as early as 2022 on a mission to
the Jovian satellite. A darling of Congress,
the Europa mission will get a design review
in August when NASA finalizes the
configuration and science instruments, but
as yet there is no decision on the launch
vehicle. Advocates hope it will be the SLS,
but that may be compromised by the crewed
missions the rocket is now slated for. A
critical design review scheduled for
November 2019 will decide if the spacecraft
could fly a more stressed trajectory aboard a
smaller rocket that carries it close to the Sun
for a Venus gravity-assist.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
A template for new market
opportunities for UK defence
interests is Skynet 5. In 2016 the
manager of the programme, Airbus
Defence & Space (ADS) added

REVOLUTION IN THE AIR…

NASA

NASA plans to fly its Mars 2020 mission with
provision for dumping cached samples at a
site that could be visited by a sample-return
spacecraft at some future date. So far, little
progress has been made, but the recent
announcement that the Curiosity rover has
detected organic molecules has prompted a
renewed effort. NASA expects to make a
decision by the end of 2019 on how it will do
it, although there is unlikely to be a launch
before the mid-2020s. The agency concedes
that there is currently no architecture for how
such a mission might be achieved, although
there is money in the budget for finding out.
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independent navigation system
which could possibly be used to
embrace friendly nations around
the globe. Already, discussions
have been held with Australia and
further meetings in that regard are
planned for later this year.

Opinion

RETURN TICKET?

Artist's impression of a sample return mission.

SSTL

NASA

Briefing

I HAVE AN ABIDING FASCINATION with the American War of Independence
and the establishment of the United States in 1776. From that revolution came the
birth of a nation, then a great power and eventually – in all but name – an empire
equal to anything that had existed before it. My interest directed me to “Apostles
of Revolution”, a book by John Ferling, professor emeritus at the University of
West Georgia, bringing together the very different lives of Jefferson, Paine and
Monroe in the “struggle against the old order” as he puts it – or the “ancien
régime” as we all learned it at school. Ferling likes comparative history, as do I,
which is why I chose this book, analysing the synthesis of three very different
ideas into a cohesive and progressive strategy. Not a bad template for applying
to any analysis.
It got me thinking about the comparative history of the Space Age and how we
are living now through the synthesis of three separate strands which are only
just beginning to coalesce and show real promise of a progressive unification.
Those three strands being government-run “old space”, commercial “new
space” and the contest between manned and unmanned flight. Three threads –
three comparators pointing toward a convergence.
From the time NASA began sending astronauts into space a rivalry for funds
has conjured opposition to human space flight from those left pecking around for
comparatively small sums of money to do great science with cheap robotic
spacecraft. Those rivalries were frequently exacerbated as delays and underestimation on big-ticket programmes sent additional money to plug gaps and
maintain a schedule in quantities that would, if applied elsewhere, have funded
several low-cost robotic flights. The British Interplanetary Society has hosted
seminars on just this very topic, where powerful arguments were mobilised on
respective sides.
There used to be a robust defence of human space flight when it was an
integral part of a national space policy – the Space Shuttle being a classic
example – while robotic missions were supported by crewed missions
integrating capabilities which separately would never had been realised. But

BEHIND THE NEWS

to be renamed the National Air and
Space Operations Centre.
Commenting on the
acknowledged national defence
reliance on space assets, Sir Steven
Hiller says “That dependency
creates vulnerability and we are at
acute risk from those who wish to
degrade and disrupt our capabilities.
There is increasing recognition that
space is no longer a benign
environment, but a warfighting
domain that needed to be secured.
Space was not always given the
highest profile. That view is not only
changing, it has changed.”
Hillier points to the RAF’s Rapid
Capability Office which is looking at
incorporating new networks and
infrastructure combining assets
such as SSTL’s Carbonite-2, which is
a 100 kg small satellite launched
last January for £4.5 million as an
example of the ability to rapidly
develop, launch and deploy
replacement satellites, perhaps
even constellations of such vehicles
to replace existing assets taken out
by physical or electronic means. SF

Briefing
REL

Planet Communications Asia
(PlanetComm) to its channel
programme for satellite
communication services and
expanded that activity with
Speedcast. Both companies used
SKYNET X-band and UHF services.
ADS owns and operates the
hardened SKYNET X-band
constellation and the ground
network that provides
communications to the MOD. The
contract allows other NATO and
allied governments to use the
system to augment existing
services. This template could factor
in both business and management
models for extending cooperative
arrangements across the spectrum
of UK space defence and the RAF is
perfectly positioned to achieve that.
Until now, command and control
of the UK’s military space activity
has been with Joint Forces
Command but now the RAF is to
take over that responsibility through
its Space Operations Centre located
at High Wycombe, combined with
the National Air Operations Centre

GSLV all set to soar.

INDIA ON THE UP
After India’s ambitious plans for space
exploration had seen several projects
placed on hold, a sudden cash injection
from the government has financed 30
launches over the next four years using
the PSLV and GSLV launchers. This will
boost plans to launch satellites for other
countries. India is achieving high
standards of reliability, the last 41 PSLVs
having been successful. Development of
the GSLV Mk III has been completed,
with 10 flights planned for 2018-19.

MOON RACE

…those three strands being government-run “old
space”, commercial “new space” and the contest
between manned and unmanned flight.

NASA

some observers believe that this connection has been lost, as a wayward
disregard for disciplined focus in the previous US administration left NASA
floundering around for first one objective for Orion and then another.
Fortunately, logic has prevailed and while some believe a Moon-first initiative
is a diversion from their own desire for a Mars-first goal, the enormous amount of
work that remains to be done before humans can depart for the Red Planet
favours small steps made safely rather than giant leaps threatening catastrophe.
Through a Moon-first goal, robotic missions are being encouraged from the
private sector – at first on a small scale no doubt leading toward big-space
endeavours from the commercial market.
Then there is the old-space and new-space argument, fomenting equal
disaffection from polarised viewpoints. Yet each has its merit and both have
achieved great successes – in series and in parallel, especially the latter;
witness the synergy between the crewed expeditions to the International Space
Station and the provision of logistical supplies from the corporate and privatelyowned business communities. Each is needed and neither can survive without
the other. It is sometimes forgotten (occasionally through selective amnesia) that
only through government subsidies has NASA got these companies to come up
with their commercial vehicles.
Where does that leave us? Potentially with a convergence toward a multifaceted future where the interdependence of crewed and robotic missions, of
old-space and of new-space can increase the value of the programmes they
support so that instead of independent battlegrounds they become a
synergistically aligned set of separate but interlocking imperatives; take one
away and the others collapse.
Jefferson, Paine and Monroe may have had very different ways to achieve a
self-sufficient independence but they erected a very powerful structure. SF

NASA’s new Deputy Associate
Administrator for Exploration, Steve
Clarke has hit the ground running with a
plan for stimulating commercial
partnerships to build the infrastructure
needed for an international programme of
lunar exploration. Clarke plans to
fast-track a series of privately developed
Moon vehicles, landers (below) and
rovers to consolidate exploration with as
much commercial participation as
possible – good news for those hoping to
see an early return to the Moon.
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ISS Report
9 May – 8 June 2018
As Expedition 56 transitions to its opening
phase of operations, the orbital outpost is
crewed by commander Drew Feustel with
fellow Americans Ricky Arnold and Serena
Auñón-Chancellor, Russians Oleg Artemyev
and Sergey Prokopyev, and from ESA, German
Alexander Gerst.
Report by George Spiteri
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BELOW

Expedition 56 crewmember
and ESA astronaut
Alexander Gerst undergoes
a spacesuit leak check in
the Integration Facility at
the Baikonur Cosmodrome
during the first Soyuz fit
check dress rehearsal
activities.

ALL IMAGES: NASA

O

n 9 May, Feustel and Arnold continued
with preparations for their spacewalk.
They were joined by Tingle and Kanai
who tagged up with mission controllers
to discuss the upcoming EVA. Robotics
officers in Houston set up the worksite ahead
of the EVA on the P6 truss. They manoeuvred
Canadarm2 with the Special Purpose Dexterous
Manipulator (SPDM) or Dextre attached on
9 May to relocate a failed Pump Flow Control
Subassembly (PFCS), nicknamed “Leaky” by
NASA because it spewed ammonia in May 2013
(SpaceFlight Vol 55 No. 7 p 255). The PFCS drives
and controls the circulation of ammonia through
exterior portions of the station’s cooling system.
Canadarm2 was later positioned to support the
spacewalking astronauts.
Feustel and Arnold checked their Simplified
Aid For EVA Rescue (SAFER) jet packs on 10
May which give spacewalking astronauts more
mobility in the event that they became untethered
from the station. The duo also wore virtual reality
goggles to practice manoeuvring their SAFER
units and reviewed EVA procedures. Shkaplerov
and Artemyev worked on a variety of Russian
experiments, including the DAN medical study,
the Vizir Earth observation experiment and the
Profilaktika-2 study, which assesses the physical
performance of a cosmonaut.
Between10:30 UTC and 10:40 UTC on 11 May,
JAXA robotics officers in Tsukuba, Japan supported
the deployment of three CubeSats from Kibo’s

SLUG

Japanese Experiment Module (JEM)-Small Satellite
Orbital Deployer No.8 (J-SSSOD-8). These small
satellites were aimed at testing various technology
demonstrations. Feustel and Arnold continued
with computer training and rehearsals for the
spacewalk and were assisted by Tingle and Kanai.
The four United States Orbital Segment (USOS)
crewmen ended their working week using JAXA’s
Electrostatic Levitation Furnace (ELF) experiment
facility, which is designed to levitate, smelt and
solidify materials by containerless processing
techniques using the electrostatic levitation
method.
The highlight of the crew’s light-duty weekend
of 12/13 May was Feustel receiving an honorary
doctorate from his alma mater Purdue University
during a live link-up with the station.
Progress 69 fired its engines for 2 min 52 sec
at 22:07 UTC on 12 May to raise the orbit by 600
metres and place it at an altitude of 404.7 km. Space
analyst Jonathan McDowell tweeted “about 52 kg of

ABOVE

Ricky Arnold (left) and Drew
Feustel are pictured during
a fit check ahead of a pair
of spacewalks. Norishige
Kanai assisted the duo in
and out of the spacesuits
during the sizing process.

The duo also wore
virtual reality
goggles…

propellant” was used for the manoeuvre, which was
necessitated by the imminent departure and arrival
of the next Soyuz vehicles and the arrival of the
next Progress spacecraft.
On 14 May, the USOS crew aborted the Veggie
Passive Orbital Nutrient Delivery System (PONDS)
experiment, photographed the plants and harvested
some of them for return to Earth for evaluation.
This followed a NASA report that on 9 May the
crew had reported “what appeared to be mould
growing on some of the plants”. After removing
the plants, the crew cleaned the Veggie PONDS
hardware and set it up for drying. Feustel and
Arnold configured their EVA tools and recharged
their Extravehicular Mobility Units (EMU) suits
and Tingle joined Feustel to conduct on board
robotics training in advance of the arrival of the
next unmanned Cygnus cargo vehicle.
The Russian cosmonauts did further work with
the Vizir and Profilaktika-2 investigation and the
Motocard locomotion study.
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 9
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Feustel and Arnold made final checks on
15 May for their EVA, whilst Tingle continued
to prepare for the arrival of Cygnus and Kanai
collected biological samples. Artemyev explored
cardiac bioelectric activity at rest and Shkaplerov
collected radiation measurements from dosimeters
he retrieved from the US orbital segment.
US EVA
The mission’s second EVA began 31 minutes ahead
of schedule at 11:39 UTC on 16 May. Feustel and
Arnold moved the “Leaky” PFCS to a spare parts
platform on the P6 truss for long term storage
and replaced it with another PFCS nicknamed
“Frosty” onto Dextre. The astronauts also removed
and replaced a high-definition camera system
outside Destiny and a degraded Space to Ground
Transmitter Receiver Controller (SGTRC) on one
of the station’s Ku-band Space to Ground Antennas
(SGANTs) atop the Z1 truss. Feustel and Arnold
also conducted some “get ahead” tasks including
the installation of some new handles outside the
station and stored a thermal cover near the Alpha
Magnetic Spectrometer-02 (AMS-02).
The spacewalk lasted 6 hr 31 min and once the
crew returned to Quest one of them was heard to
jokingly ask “is anyone home?” Feustel completed
his eighth EVA to make him the seventh most
experienced spacewalker in history with a total of
54 hr 59 min. This was the 210th EVA dedicated to
ISS assembly and maintenance totalling 54 days 16
hr 40 min.
On 17 May ground robotics controllers
completed the relocation of the PFCS. They
10 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight

ABOVE

Four of the six astronauts
who comprise the
Expedition 55 crew pose
for a portrait inside the ISS.
Clockwise from bottom
right: Ricky Arnold, Scott
Tingle, Drew Feustel and
Norishige Kanai.

Feustel completed
his eighth EVA to
make him the
seventh most
experienced
spacewalker in
history

unstowed Dextre from Canadarm2 and translated
the Mobile Transporter (MT) from Worksite
(WS) 6 to WS 8. The MT was used to transfer and
install the spare PFCS to the P6 long spacer to
prepare the Mobile Servicing System (MSS) for
Cygnus’ capture and berthing. Feustel and Arnold
performed a post EVA evaluation and briefing
with ground specialists. Tingle conducted further
Cygnus capture on board training and his Russian
crewmates worked with a variety of experiments,
including the Motocard, Kontent (Content)
psychophysiological experiment and the on-going
Matryoshka-R radiation study.
The crew entered the Bigelow Expandable
Activity Module (BEAM) on 18 May for another
routine collection of surface and air samples for
microbial analysis. They also worked with the
NeuroMapping experiment, which investigates how
the human brain adapts to microgravity, and the
Biochemical Profile study, which involves the crew
giving blood and urine samples for analysis.
The weekend of 19/20 May was another
light-duty period for the crew, who did their
routine exercises, spoke to family and friends and
performed their regular housekeeping chores. In
answer to a question from a student in California,
Tingle confirmed that the crew devote Saturday
mornings to “two to three hours of cleaning”.
CYGNUS FLIES
Following a 24 hr delay because NASA and Orbital
ATK managers wished to support further prelaunch inspections and more favourable weather
conditions, Cygnus was launched atop an Antares

ISS REPORT

230 rocket from the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Spaceport (MARS) Pad 0A on Wallops Island at
08:44 UTC (04:44 local time) on 21 May at the
end of a five minute launch window to begin
the Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) OA9E mission. According to veteran space analyst
Anatoly Zak this was “the 200th mission to build
and maintain the ISS”.
Named in honour of former Chief Operating
Officer of Orbital Sciences James “J.R.” Thompson
Jr., Cygnus was grappled by Canadarm2 at 09:26
UTC on 24 May 424.8 km above the southern
Indian Ocean. Less than three hours later robotics
officers berthed Cygnus onto the Earth-facing
port of Unity at 12:13 UTC and the crew opened
the hatches to the cargo vehicle later that day.
Cygnus delivered 3,350 kg of cargo including crew
supplies, EVA equipment, Russian hardware and
several key scientific experiments. They included
the Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL) physics research
facility, the Microgravity Investigation of Cement
Solidification (MICS), which aims to begin the first
tentative steps toward making and using concrete
on extraterrestrial bodies, and 16 CubeSats for
eventual release.
Before Cygnus arrived at the ISS, Tingle, Feustel
and Arnold performed two further days of final
on-board robotics training on 22/23 May. Kanai
set up hardware to visualise how water atomizes in

On 27 May …
several smoke
alarms were
activated inside
Zvezda…

BELOW

Expedition 56 flight engineer
Alexander Gerst (top),
flight engineer Serena
Auñón-Chancellor of
NASA (middle) and Soyuz
Commander Sergey
Prokopyev of Roscosmos
wave farewell prior to
boarding the Soyuz MS-09
spacecraft for launch, on
6 June at the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.

microgravity, which could improve the production
of spray combustion engines, whilst Shkaplerov
began preparations for his crew’s return to Earth
by donning the Russian Chibis lower body negative
pressure device, which helps shift fluids away from
the head during space flight.
On 25 May, a NASA blog announced that
Cygnus was “now open for business” as the USOS
crew began unloading its cargo in earnest. They
also spent part of the day working with the joint
CNES-NASA DEvice for the study of Critical
LIquids and Crystallisation (DECLIC) mini physics
laboratory. Tingle later swapped out gear inside the
TangoLab-1 life science facility and joined Kanai in
transferring frozen biological samples from Destiny
to Kibo. Shkaplerov, Tingle and Kanai conducted
a Sokol launch and entry suit check prior to their
landing and Artemyev ended the working week by
tweeting a message to all “Earthlings have a great
weekend!”
FALSE ALARM
The crew continued unloading items from Cygnus
during their light-duty weekend 26/27 May.
Shkaplerov and Kanai took time out to speak to
Russian President Vladimir Putin and Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in the Kremlin during
the Russo-Japanese summit and Feustel honoured
Apollo 12 and Skylab astronaut Al Bean who died
26 May by tweeting “he helped advance the human
species out into space”. The weekend ended with
the Russian cosmonauts reporting that several
smoke alarms were activated inside Zvezda at
21:21 UTC on 27 May. A few minutes later Tingle
radioed there was “no smoke no odours” and
mission control concurred “that this is a false
alarm”.
On 28 May, Feustel and his colleagues continued
unloading items from Cygnus and worked with
NASA’s VO2max experiment which documents
changes in maximum oxygen uptake from
crewmembers on the ISS. The crew worked with
the Kubik 6 incubator, the Barrios Protein Crystal
Growth experiment and disassembled the External
Television Camera Group (ETVCG) that was
retrieved during the latest spacewalk.
The crew resumed unloading cargo from
Cygnus the following day, whilst Shkaplerov’s crew
continued with their preparations for landing.
Feustel and Arnold familiarised themselves with
the CAL’s hardware and installation procedures
into Express Rack 7 inside Destiny and began
uninstalling the European Modular Cultivation
System (EMCS) plant biology facility for its
eventual return to Earth on the next SpaceX
Dragon vehicle.
By 30 May, the crew had completed 34 hr of
Cygnus cargo transfers with1 hr of operations
remaining. Feustel and Arnold continued installing
the CAL, whilst their Russian colleagues worked
with the Cosmocard and Kaltsiy (Calcium)
biomedical investigations.
Shkaplerov, Tingle and Kanai conducted a full
rehearsal of their de-orbit and landing on 31 May,
whilst Feustel installed communications gear
inside Columbus and Arnold took his turn with
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 11
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the VO2max investigation. The crew had to
abort NASA’s Solidification Using Baffles in Sealed
Ampoules (SUBSA) crystallisation experiment
when, according to NASA, “one of the sample
internal thermocouple readings went negative then
started fluctuating randomly”. However, the space
agency added that “the heater thermocouples and
the other sample thermocouple readings were all
nominal”.
Outside the station, robotics officers
manoeuvred Canadarm2 and Dextre to perform
a photographic survey of Zarya’s Starboard Solar
Array Wing (SAW) and the Starboard Thermal
Radiator Rotary Joint (TRRJ). This was necessary
to verify that Zarya’s solar wing hadn’t moved
since its retraction in 2007 and to collect imagery
of the TRRJ Heat Rejection Subsystem (HRS)
radiator torn cover and exposed core to assess their
condition.
Shkaplerov relinquished command of the
station to Feustel on 1 June during the now familiar
ceremony and described Tingle and Kanai as his
“space brothers”. In reply Feustel told the outgoing
commander how he appreciated his leadership and
looked forward to seeing him back on Earth.
RETURN OF SOYUZ
On 2 June, Shkaplerov, Tingle and Kanai made
final preparations for their return to Earth. The
hatches between Soyuz MS-07/53S and Rassvet
were closed at 06:02 UTC on 3 June and Soyuz
undocked from the station over three hours later at
09:16 UTC to signal the official start of Expedition
56. With Shkaplerov in command, Soyuz performed
a 4 min 40 sec de-orbit burn over two and a half
hours later at 11:47 UTC. The three modules
separated 24 minutes later and once the Soyuz
Descent module had re-entered Earth’s atmosphere,
TV viewers saw the spacecraft under its 517.9 sq.
metre main parachute and Shkaplerov radioed the
“crewmembers are feeling well”.
Soyuz landed 147 km south east of Dzhezkazgan,
Kazakhstan at12:39 UTC (18:39 local time) on 3
June to complete a flight of 168 days 5 hr 18 min.
During an impromptu interview at the landing site,
Shkaplerov told reporters “we’re feeling a bit tired
at the same time proud….we’re glad the weather
is beautiful”. Tingle and Kanai were flown back to
Houston via a NASA private jet and Shkaplerov
returned to Chkalovsky airport north east of
Moscow.
On 4 June, Feustel and Arnold began
preparations for their next spacewalk and devoted
several days to JAXA’s Atomization experiment
which investigates the liquid spraying process
in microgravity. The crew also readied the Plant
Habitat-01 facility the following day for upcoming
botany research and worked with the ELF
investigation inside Kibo.
Bedecked with the 2018 Russia World Cup
logo, Soyuz MS-09/55S was launched from
Baikonur’s Site 1 at 11:12 UTC (17:12 local time)
on 6 June atop a Soyuz-FG rocket, carrying rookie
commander Sergey Prokopyev (43) a test pilot with
Roscosmos, Alexander Gerst (42) a geophysicist
on his second spaceflight and rookie Serena
12 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight
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Soyuz MS-09 launched on
6 June carrying Sergey
Prokopyev, Serena AuñónChancellor and Alexander
Gerst to the ISS.

“…we’re feeling a
bit tired at the
same time proud….
we’re glad the
weather is
beautiful”

Auñón-Chancellor (42) an electrical engineer and
a medical doctor who began working for NASA
as a flight surgeon before being selected as an
astronaut. Auñón-Chancellor replaced Jeanette
Epps on the crew five months before launch. A
NASA spokesperson said a number of factors went
into the decision but added that they don’t “provide
information” on “personnel matters”.
Amongst the VIPs at Baikonur were US
Ambassador to Russia, Jon Huntsman and East
Germany’s legendary cosmonaut Sigmund Jahn.
For the first time during a crewed Soyuz launch,
TV viewers were treated to spectacular views from
an external camera that captured the booster’s third
stage being jettisoned and the spacecraft’s solar
panels being deployed.
Soyuz docked to Rassvet six minutes ahead of
schedule at 13:01 UTC on 8 June as the complex
flew 410.3 km above eastern China. The hatches
were opened over two hours later at 15:17 UTC
returning the station to a six person complement,
making Prokopyev and Auñón-Chancellor the 231st
and 232nd persons respectively to visit the ISS. SF
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To Russia
with love
After seeing its Speedmaster chronograph
adopted by NASA as the official timepiece
for the Gemini and Apollo programmes,
Swiss company Omega embarked on the
development of the “Alaska” – the ultimate
space watch. It arrived too late for the Moon,
but found enthusiastic customers on the
other side of the Iron Curtain.
by Philip Corneille
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RIGHT
A 1969 prototype of
the Omega “Alaska”
Speedmaster with its
distinctive red outer
protective casing and
“Gemini capsule” red
subdial hands.

OMEGA

A

fter rigorously testing four different brands,
NASA officially adopted the Omega
Speedmaster as the only flight-qualified
wristwatch for the upcoming Gemini and
Apollo programmes. At the start of the
manned Gemini flights, manually wound Omega
Speedmasters (ref. ST 105.003) were issued to all
American astronauts as standard equipment. The
only special modification for spaceflight was the
addition of a long Velcro strap so that the watch
could be worn over a spacesuit. Such was the
Speedmaster’s reliability during the 10 manned
Gemini missions carried out between March 1965
and December 1966, that NASA ordered further
examples of the watch for the Apollo programme.
By the time of the first manned Apollo flight,
Apollo 7, in October 1968, NASA had adopted
new versions of the Speedmaster (refs. ST 105.012
and ST 145.012), but was using older watches left
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over from the original procurement. After the
historic Apollo 11 Moon landing in July 1969, the
Speedmaster was nicknamed the “Moonwatch” and
became a style icon in the eyes of both astronauts
and the general public (SpaceFlight May 2017 pages
178-181).
Meanwhile, in cooperation with NASA, Omega
began work on the design of a new space watch
under the code-name “Alaska”. (Fearful of corporate
espionage, the Swiss company gave whole timepiece
projects the names of US states and assigned bird
names, e.g. Albatross, to new movements.) The
plan was to introduce the new watch during the
long-stay Apollo J missions involving the Lunar
Roving Vehicle. To this end, Omega designers
met with NASA engineer James Ragan to improve
the protection of the existing manually wound
Speedmaster against excessive vibration, the
incursion of Moondust, and prolonged exposure to

ABOVE
October 1977: “Alaska II”
Speedmasters are clearly
visible on the forearms Soyuz
25 cosmonauts Vladimir
Kovalyonok and Valeri
Ryumin as they prepare to
become the first crew to
board the Soviet Salyut 6
space station. As it turned
out, the rookies failed to dock
– but their successors wore
Speedmasters, too!

unfiltered solar rays.
The outcome in 1969 was an initial batch of
five Project Alaska prototypes sporting titanium
casings and innovative calibre 861movements that
pioneered the use of new alloys and lubricating
oils. The reflective silver-white dial had red ‘Gemini
capsule’ subdial hands, intended to make the watch
easier to read at times of excessively high vibration.
Astronauts could choose to wear the “Alaska”
version of the Speedmaster directly on their wrist,
or else housed within a red anodized aluminium
outer casing fitted with elongated pushers that
could be attached to their space suit. The casing
not only offered additional protection in the dusty
lunar environment, but also helped to stabilize the
temperature around the watch itself.
Although Alaska prototypes were subject to
simulator testing, they never made it to the Moon
due to the cancellation (in 1970) of the Apollo
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 15

18 through 20 missions for which they had been
intended. Nevertheless, the rigorous conditions
the watches were designed for benefitted the
entire Omega range. The calibre 861 was used in
an upgraded Mark II version of the Speedmaster
Professional, incorporating a new barrel-shaped
case design, and continued in production until
1997. Meanwhile, in 1972, the Alaska team began
work on a new watch to meet NASA’s future needs.
The “Alaska II” Speedmaster followed on from
the original Alaska, minus the outer case. Based
on astronaut feedback, the subdial hands became
black and the titanium case was given a shotblasted matte finish to minimize glare. The original
Tachymètre bezel was considered useless in space
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ABOVE
NASA astronaut Story
Musgrave wears an Omega
Speedmaster sewn into his
right glove during his 1983
STS-6 EVA from the Shuttle
Challenger (above right) with
Donald Peterson.
BELOW
Prototype Alaska
Speedmasters and their red
anodised aluminium outer
casings on display at the
Omega Museum in Bienne,
Switzerland.

HANDS ACROSS THE VOID
In May 1972, the policy of détente between the
superpowers led to a joint space mission – the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP), which in July
1975 culminated in the historic docking of an
American Apollo Command/Service Module with
a Soviet Soyuz 7K-TM spacecraft. Although some
Russian cosmonauts were familiar with the Omega
Flightmaster Pilot watch and the self-winding
Speedmaster Mark III, during the ASTP flight both
crews wore the same manually wound Omega
Speedmaster chronographs on their wrists. Eleven
Speedmasters in total were issued: the three NASA
astronauts wore pairs of classic calibre 361s, while
the two cosmonauts each wore a pair of the newer
calibre 861 Speedmasters (ref. ST 145.022). In
addition, Russian commander Alexey Leonov wore
a third Speedmaster chronograph.
Between 1973 and 1977, several Russian
cosmonauts, Alexey Yeliseyev and Yuri Glazkov
among them, were invited to visit Omega’s Swiss
headquarters in Bienne. It is safe to assume that
during these meetings the Russians became
interested in using Omega timepieces aboard their
upcoming second-generation Salyut space stations.
Soon after the visits, cosmonauts were seen wearing
Omega Flightmasters (Soyuz 14 and 21) and Omega
Speedmaster Mark IIIs (Soyuz 15 and 24) both in
training and during their actual missions.
It’s not hard to see why the Russians were
attracted by the Alaska-project space watches, with
their distinctive red outer cases. Although Project
Alaska was on hold at the time, they went ahead
and ordered a batch of ex-Alaska II timepieces with
modified red anodized aluminium outer shrouds
incorporating a 60-minutes bezel at the centre.
In September 1977, the launch of the Salyut 6
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and was replaced by a bespoke 60-minutes bezel
that became the favourite of several astronauts.

NASA

SATELLITES

station marked the switch from purely engineering
modules to a fully operational space station with
designated sleeping quarters, a mini gymnasium
and shower. The idea was for cosmonauts from
Warsaw Pact and other socialist nations to stay
aboard the station as guests in a ‘shirt sleeve’
environment that was more convivial than anything
that had gone before.
On 9 October 1977, Soyuz 25 cosmonauts
Vladimir Kovalyonok and Valeri Ryumin wore
Alaska II Speedmasters with red outer cases on the
left forearms of their Sokol spacesuits. Although the
rookies were supposed to be the first crew to board
the new space station, they failed to achieve a hard
dock and had to make a premature return to Earth.
On 10 December, their succcessors, the more
experienced Soyuz 26 pairing of Yuri Romanenko
and Georgi Grechko, docked safely with Salyut
6 and gave the station a full work-out, as well as
testing their new Orlan (“Sea Eagle”) pressure suits
during their 96 day 10 hour mission. The crew’s
red coloured Alaska II Speedmasters were clearly
visible in the prelaunch footage, but were nowhere
to be seen upon their return, suggesting that they
remained aboard Salyut 6.
Seven months later, on 29 July 1978, Soyuz 29
cosmonauts Vladimir Kovalyonok and Aleksandr
Ivanchenkov performed a well documented twohour spacewalk to retrieve samples and check out
handrails and anchors on the exterior of Salyut 6.
This was only the fourth EVA ever performed by
Soviet cosmonauts and only the second to employ
Orlan spacesuits, so the crew left nothing to chance
and rehearsed the entire procedure in the space
station’s airlock first. For reference, and to assist
with future training, Commander Kovalyonok in a
blue-trimmed Orlan suit filmed the entire routine of
flight engineer Ivanchov, who wore a red-trimmed
suit. As the still image on the right shows, it was the
first time Alaska II Speedmasters with outer cases
had been used a spacewalk.
The chances are that these historic timepieces
also remained aboard Salyut 6 until they were
brough back to Earth by the final Soyuz T-4 crew in
May 1981. If so, then they were flown in space for
a total of 3 years 5 months 16 days, thereby setting
another space record. It is fitting that Alaska-project
watches should end up being worn by Russians,
given that the titanium used for the original casings
was sourced in the Soviet Union (albeit via three
different European intermediaries).
THE ULTIMATE SPACE WATCH
By 1978 Omega had anticipated the recertification
of the Speedmaster by NASA for its upcoming
Space Shuttle flights by producing 56 examples
codenamed “Alaska III”. These closely resembled
the classic black dial Speedmaster, but had radial
subdials and casings made by an American firm to
comply with the terms of the 1933 Buy American
Act. Designated Speedmaster Professional, the
watches were used for the first time aboard the
Shuttle Columbia during the STS-2 mission of
November 1981.
In April 1983, Donald Peterson and Story
Musgrave performed the first Shuttle EVA aboard

ABOVE
Aleksandr Ivanchenkov is
filmed by his Commander,
Vladimir Kovalyonok
(reflected in his visor) during
the Soyuz 29 crew’s EVA
while aboard the Salyut 6
space station on 29 July 1978.
Both cosmonauts are wearing
Alaska II Speedmasters
strapped to the left sleeves of
their Orlan spacesuits.

It is fitting that the
watches should be
worn by Russians,
given that their
titanium was
sourced in the
Soviet Union

the ill-fated Challenger. Omega Speedmasters
were attached to sewn-in pockets in the outer
garment layer of their right-hand gloves, covered
by Velcro flap. This was in marked contrast to
Soviet cosmonauts, who continued to strap their
chronographs directly to the forearms of their
spacesuits.
Omega’s relentless quest to produce the ultimate
space watch led in 1998 to the multi-purpose X-33
Speedmaster chronograph. This was based on
the “Alaska IV” project of 1979 to build a flightqualified quartz digital watch with a Liquid Crystal
Display. The X-33 had a lightweight titanium case
with four pushers, and a dual dial – an analog
display with classic hands and a digital display with
several timing and alarm functions.
In January 1998, the crew of Endeavour brought
several X-33 Speedmasters with them during their
STS-89 mission to the Russian Mir space station.
The watches were later presented to the public
during a live TV broadcast on 28 March.
In 2014, ESA astronaut Jean-François Clervoy
filed an international patent for the additional
functions of the X-33 “Skywalker” Speedmaster,
made by Omega but tested and flight-qualified by
the European Space Agency. To this day, though, the
classic manually-wound Omega Speedmaster
remains the only watch to be flight-qualified by
NASA for spacewalking. SF
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A glimpse of
Following a recent refurbishment, Moscow’s improved and expanded Cosmos
Pavilion has reopened to a fanfare of publicity and popular support.
by Nicholas Da Costa

C

onstructed between 1935 and 1939, the Cosmos
Pavilion park incorporates a main concourse
lined with cultural buildings representing the
former Soviet Republics. With the advent of
the Space Age, the Pavilion itself was used
to display a range of Soviet spacecraft, including full
size mock-ups of Vostok, Soyuz and Salyut. An iconic
black and white image of Yuri Gagarin holding a dove
dominated the back of the great hall. Most cosmonauts
made a pilgrimage to the Pavilion after their flight, and
the place exuded a sense of national pride, Soviet-style.
However, by the late 1980s, the Pavilion had fallen into
disrepair and many of the exhibits were left unattended.
After the fall of Communism the Pavilion was
virtually abandoned. More recently, though, in keeping
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ABOVE
The magnificent
glass frontage of
the Pavilion, now
fully restored to its
former glory.
ABOVE
A mini-Buran test
vehicle on display.

with various initiatives to celebrate Soviet/Russian
achievements and restore a sense of national pride,
it has undergone an extensive restoration courtesy of
the Russian Government, Roscosmos, the Rostec State
Corporation, the United Aircraft Corporation and
several defence companies.
The newly refurbished facility is known officially
as the Cosmonautics and Aviation Centre and is an
extension to the nearby Moscow Memorial Museum
under the Tsiolkovsky rocket monument, which was
renovated in 2009. The complex retains the familiar
white Vostok rocket in front of the Pavilion, along with
a Tupolev civilian airliner, while to the left is a similarly
full-sized mock-up of Buran.
On 12 April 2018, the Pavilion held a reopening
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the Cosmos
event to coincide with Cosmonautics Day. President
Putin had his own private tour of the museum
earlier in the day, while the evening reception was
attended by a host of cosmonauts past and present
including former Mir space station commander Viktor
Afanaseyev, Shuttle-Mir veteran Salizhan Sharipov
and Svetlana Savitskaya, the second Russian woman
in space. International astronauts Jean-Loup Chrétien
and Bertalan Farkas were also there. As night fell, the
exterior of the Pavilion was illuminated by a spectacular
projection recalling former Soviet and Russian
achievements in space, accompanied by rousing music.
It was opened to the public the following day.
Highlights of the museum include a full scale mockup of Mir, a Vostok 1 spacecraft from RKK Energia, a
mini Buran test spacecraft, an unmanned Almaz space
station from Mashinstroenyi, and a TKS manned return
module. There are also numerous large-scale models
of Soviet rockets, spacecraft and spacesuits on display,
making the Pavilion a must-see for space enthiusiasts of
all ages and nationalitites.

ABOVE
The interior of the
main hall.
BELOW
Large-scale
model of Vladimir
Chelomei's neverbuilt UR-700.

GETTING THERE
The Cosmos Pavilion is located near the Ostantkino
television tower north of central Moscow and is part
of the VDNKh complex (Exhibition of Achievements of
the National Economy) that includes the Moscow
Memorial Museum and the prestigious Cosmos Hotel.
Unfortunately the Pavilion is a 3-km walk from the
nearest metro station, which is VDNKh. Admission is
currently 500 roubles (around £6).
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Deadly dust
NASA plans to place humans in habitats around the Moon within five years –
but what happens when they take a trip to the surface and start digging around?
by David Baker

T

o date, twelve men have walked on the
Moon. Most appear to have suffered
few ill effects but two of them, Neil
Armstrong and Jim Irwin, returned with
impaired cardiac function – in Irwin's case
severe, after completing three EVAs compared to
Armstrong's one. At the time, these findings were
largely ignored on the basis that comparatively
little was known about the physiological effects of
spacewalking on other worlds, other than that it left
astronauts at risk of dehydration and its associated
problems. But more recently, space medics have
observed similarities between the impaired cardiac
function of Armstrong and Irwin, and symptoms
exhibited by many of their Earthbound fellow
humans when exposed for long periods to the
particulates found in burnt fossil fuels and to
microscopic iron particles of the type released by
worn vehicle brake pads.
A coincidence? Perhaps. But in the 50 years
since astronauts last walked on the Moon, our
understanding of the lunar environment, and the
regolith in particular, has advanced in leaps and
bounds. We now know that many of the potentially
harmful micro-particles found in heavily polluted
urban environments on Earth are also present
in Moondust. The A7L suits worn by the Apollo
Moonwalkers offered only moderate protection
against such substances. It appears that the EVA
suits of the future will need to do better if lasting
damage to their wearers' health is to be avoided
DIGGING FOR GOLD
Back in the 1950s, when there was much
speculation about what the surface of the
Moon was like, a British-Austrian physicist
named Thomas Gold postulated that sustained
bombardment had left it coated in a deep layer of
fine dust that might imperil lunar landing vehicles.
While nobody seriously expected that this dust –
20 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight

ABOVE
Apollo 17 Commander
Eugene Cernan on the Moon.
The Apollo Moonsuit was
unable to protect against a
build-up of micro-particles
that may have affected the
astronauts' respiratory and
cardiovascular health.

Some reported eye
irritation, others a
feeling that dust
was penetrating
their digestive and
respiratory tracts

or regolith, as it would come to be known – was
so deep as to make a landing impossible, opinion
was divided as to how much “Gold Dust” (as it was
irreverently called) lay on the surface.
When the USSR’s Luna 9 probe survived
a hard impact in January 1966 and settled on
what appeared to be a relatively firm surface, it
seemed as if the question had been answered. As
subsequent landings were to show, the depth of
the regolith varies from place to place – but Gold
was correct in citing dust as being instrumental in
shaping the lunar landscape.
Gold proposed that electrically charged dust
particles moved and vibrated each time the Earth’s
magnetosphere swept across the lunar surface, and
that over millions of years would erode the Moon's
previously jagged mountain peaks into softer,
more rounded shapes. Although his ideas were
initially scoffed at, they proved to be correct – and
this subsequently fuelled interest in what else the
lunar dust particles might be doing when charged
in this way.
Because the Moon has only one-sixth of the
Earth's gravity, when the regolith is disturbed the
dust particles don't fall straight back to the ground
as they would on Earth but remain suspended
above the surface. As a result, Moondust has
more opportunity to contaminate and infiltrate
the spacesuits of any astronauts that happen to be
passing by. That tallies with the experiences of the
Apollo crews, some of whom reported eye irritation
and others a feeling that dust was penetrating their
digestive and respiratory tracts.
Post-flight medical tests also revealed that some
Apollo astronauts exhibited signs of severe allergic
reaction that only slowly dissipated following
their return to Earth. The culprit, it seemed, was
dust contamination, which subsequent analysis
revealed also reacted chemically with the fibres
in the astronauts' space suits. In the weightless
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The composition of the lunar soil shows iron to be a
significant contributory element, causing potential
challenges to suit designers for the 21st century lunar
exploration roadmap now being planned.
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environment of the Command Module, fine
particles of Moondust remained suspended
in mid-air and were left untouched by the
spacecraft's filtration systems. At least one Apollo
crew breathed through the suit loop with their
helmets resting loosely on their shoulders to avoid
persistent inhalation of these irritants.
Inconvenience and discomfort, though, were of
little consequence during the Space Race, and the
effects of dust particles on astronauts were largely
disregarded as being irrelevant. It is only later, as
a result of extensively documented research into
pollutants on Earth, that a possible correlation
between the two has been made. The implication is
that while brief excursions to the lunar surface of
the type made by the Apollo astronauts are unlikely

ABOVE
Geologist Harrison Schmitt on
the Moon during the Apollo
17 mission. The Teflon fibre
in the Apollo astronauts' A7L
spacesuits generated a strong
tribo-electric charge when
it came into contact with
the lunar regolith, causing
Moondust to stick to the
surface of the suits like glue.

BELOW
Micrograph images of the
A7L's various protective
layers, showing how the
fibres trapped microscopic,
but potentially harmful, dust
particles.

to result in any lasting damage to health, longer
duration missions carried out over many days or
even months present serious cause for concern.
Analysis of regolith samples points to a
preponderance of iron in the lunar soil. The U.S.
Environmental Protect Agency has this to say about
the presence of microscopic iron particles in the
air on Earth. “Iron and its compounds present as
pollutants in the atmosphere can cause deleterious
effects to humans, animals and materials. Iron and
iron oxide are known to produce a benign siderosis
[a form of lung disease], and iron oxides have
been implicated as a vehicle for transporting high
concentrations of both carcinogens and sulphur
dioxide deep into the lungs, thereby enhancing the
activity of these pollutants.”
TAKING A CLOSER LOOK
Taking this and the experiences of the Apollo
astronauts into account, it seems that we should be
paying more attention to the protection of future
colonists from the effects of microscopic dust
particles, both on the Moon and on the even more
iron-rich Mars. Engineers are already designing
Moon rovers for extended geological surveys of the
lunar surface that envisage the occupants working
in a shirt-sleeve environment. If these people are
to get in and out of their rovers without spacesuits,
then it is essential that the airlocks and pressurized
compartments that facilitate the process are
adequately protected against the intrusion of dust.
Physiological effects are, arguably, the most
significant barriers to establishing permanent bases
on the Moon and Mars. Our understanding of the
long-term effects of weightlessness on the body has
advanced considerably over the years, but it is now
half a century since space medics have had a
chance to assess the consequences of walking and
working on other worlds. For the sake of those who
follow in the Apollo astronauts' footsteps, we must
make sure that we fully appreciate the dangers –
wherever they are to be found. SF
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Mapping the
For navigators and explorers plying the space-lanes to far-flung destinations,
charts will be as important in the 22nd century as they were when Drake and
Columbus sailed the world’s oceans. Something new has just been added.
by David Baker

I

n July 2015 NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft
completed a decades-long survey of the solar
system with a fly-by of the dwarf planet Pluto
and its principal moon Charon. Breathtaking
in its unexpected complexity and mixture of
surface features, through images Pluto revealed
evidence of a chequered past and an evolutionary
surface bearing witness to both violent and
passive episodes. Yet even as Pluto began to show
a turbulent history, its story is linked inextricably
with that of its synchronised partner.
High-resolution images of the Pluto-facing
hemisphere of Charon, taken by New Horizons as
the spacecraft sped through the Pluto system on 14
July 2015 and transmitted to Earth seven days later,
reveal details of a belt of fractures and canyons
22 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight

ABOVE
Just 15 minutes after its
closest approach to Pluto on
14 July 2015, NASA's New
Horizons spacecraft (inset)
looked back toward the Sun
and captured this near-sunset
view of the rugged, icy
mountains and flat ice plains
extending to Pluto's horizon.
The backlighting highlights
the layers of haze in Pluto's
tenuous but distended
atmosphere.
OPPOSITE
A colour balanced view
of Charon showing the
darker polar regions and
the difference between
heavily cratered terrain and
expansive plains.

just north of the moon’s equator. This great canyon
system stretches more than 1,600 kilometres across
the entire face of Charon and possibly around onto
Charon’s far side. Four times as long as the Grand
Canyon, and twice as deep in places, these faults
and canyons indicate a titanic geological upheaval
in Charon’s past.
“It looks like the entire crust of Charon has been
split open”, said John Spencer, deputy lead for the
Geology & Geophysics Investigation (GGI) team
at the Southwest Research Institute in Boulder,
Colorado. “With respect to its size relative to
Charon, this feature is much like the vast Valles
Marineris canyon system on Mars.”
The team has also discovered that the plains
south of the Charon’s canyon, informally referred
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to as Vulcan Planum, have fewer large craters than
the regions to the north, indicating that they are
noticeably younger. The smoothness of the plains,
as well as their grooves and faint ridges, are clear
signs of wide-scale resurfacing.
One possibility for the smooth surface is a kind
of cold volcanic activity, called cryovulcanism.
“The team is discussing the possibility that an
internal water ocean could have frozen long ago,
and the resulting volume change could have led to
Charon cracking open, allowing water-based lavas
to reach the surface at that time”, said Paul Schenk,
a New Horizons team member from the Lunar and
Planetary Institute in Houston.
The largest of Pluto’s five moons, Charon is half
the diameter and one-eighth the mass of its parent
body, in effect a bi-planetary system similar to that
of the Earth and the Moon. But unlike our own
bi-planetary system, the centre of mass lies outside
the radius of Pluto and not inside, as it does with
Earth. Because of that mass relationship, it is
believed that Charon bears on its surface evidence
of organic macromolecules known as tholins
gravitationally pulled from the atmosphere of
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Pluto along with methane, nitrogen and other
gases migrating across the 19,000 km between the
two bodies.
In careful measurements of the mass and
physical size of both bodies, the mean density of
Charon is known to be about 1.7 g/cm³ which
makes the moon slightly less dense than its parent,
suggesting that it is composed of 55% rock rather
than the 70% calculated for Pluto. But the subtle
differences persist. Whereas the surface of Pluto
appears covered with nitrogen and methane ices,
the surface of Charon is dominated by water
ice with ammonia hydrates and water crystals.
Moreover, there is banding within the surface,
equatorial zones appearing brighter than the poles.
Gradually, evidence from data still under
analysis begins to show that Charon is most
likely a differentiated body, receiving episodes of
complete resurfacing which may have occurred
as subsurface oceans froze over and reshaped the
exterior, destroying many of the craters which now
appear to only sparsely populate southern regions.
On a more frequent basis, seasonal variations
indicate the condensation of gases escaping Pluto
appear to determine the degree of sublimation,
allowing volatiles to escape Charon and leave
residual layers of tholins building up thick layers
over millions of years.
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ABOVE
Detailed features on Charon
show the remodelling of the
surface and the wide chasms
that indicate significant
subterranean activity.

The popular
campaign ended on
6 December after
115,000
participants from
around the world
had nominated
some 34,000
names

ON TO THE EDGE
New Horizons is about to enter the pre-encounter
phase for its next target, 2014 MU69, although that
object has already been given a more attractive
name. With substantial public input, the team has
chosen “Ultima Thule” which the New Horizons
spacecraft will explore on 1 January 2019. The
object, which orbits 1.6 billion kilometres beyond
Pluto, will be the most primitive world ever
observed by spacecraft – in the farthest planetary
encounter in history.
Thule was a mythical, far-northern island in
medieval literature and cartography. Ultima Thule
means "beyond Thule"– beyond the borders of the
known world – symbolizing the exploration of the
distant Kuiper Belt and Kuiper Belt objects that
New Horizons is performing.
“MU69 is humanity's next Ultima Thule”, said
Alan Stern, New Horizons principal investigator
from Southwest Research Institute in Boulder,
Colorado. “Our spacecraft is heading beyond the
limits of the known worlds, to what will be this
mission’s next achievement. Since this will be
the farthest exploration of any object in space in
history, I like to call our flyby target Ultima, for
short, symbolizing this ultimate exploration by
NASA and our team.”
Looking for a more inspirational albeit
temporary moniker than the designator 2014
MU69, NASA and the New Horizons team
launched the nickname campaign in early
November 2017. Hosted by the SETI Institute
of Mountain View, California, and led by Mark
Showalter, an institute fellow and member of the
New Horizons science team, the online contest
sought nominations from the public and stipulated
that a nickname would be chosen from among the
top vote-getters.
The popular campaign ended on 6 December
after 115,000 participants from around the world
had nominated some 34,000 names. The chosen
name was suggested to think of MU69 as a distant
follow up to Pluto and the flyby. NASA and the
New Horizons team will choose a formal name to
submit to the International Astronomical Union,
based in part on whether MU69 is found to be a
single body, a binary pair, or perhaps a system of
multiple objects.
For the time being, New Horizons is a true
pioneer in that never before has a spacecraft been
able to visit this highly important part of the solar
system, now understood to be divided into three
zones: the major planets out to where Neptune
resides today, the Kuiper Belt where the dwarf,
or minor, planets reside and the Oort Cloud, a
significant distance into interstellar space. Only the
major planets, known in full only in the modern
era and only explored within the past 50 years, are
relatively well defined, the Jovian and Saturnian
systems seen as mini-solar systems in their own
right.
Now it is the time of the Kuiper Belt objects and
the information that has already been returned
to Earth from New Horizons points to some
disturbing conclusions about the activity to minor
bodies in this distant region of space. Far from
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FEATURES OF CHARON WHAT'S IN A NAME?

NASA/JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY/SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Legendary explorers and visionaries, real and fictitious, are
among those immortalized in the first set of official surfacefeature names for Charon. The International Astronomical Union
(IAU), the internationally recognized authority for naming celestial
bodies and their surface features, recently approved a dozen
names proposed by NASA's New Horizons mission team. In
addition, the New Horizons science team had been using some of
the chosen names informally to describe the many valleys,
crevices and craters discovered during that first close-up look at
Charon's surface.
"Charon is among the 10 largest bodies in the Kuiper Belt, a
world unto itself, with a fascinating geological history and many
kinds of geological features beyond the craters seen on most
moons”, said Alan Stern. “Now those features, and some of
Charon's most important craters, have official names."
In moving the names through approval, Stern lauded the work
of the New Horizons Nomenclature Working Group, which
included science team members Mark Showalter – the group's
chairman and liaison to the IAU – Ross Beyer, Will Grundy,
William McKinnon, Jeff Moore, Cathy Olkin, Paul Schenk and
Amanda Zangari.
Many of the feature names in the Pluto system pay homage to
the spirit of human exploration, honouring travellers, explorers
and scientists, pioneering journeys, and mysterious destinations.
The approved Charon names focus on the literature and
mythology of exploration.
Argo Chasma is named for the ship sailed by Jason and the
Argonauts, in the epic Greek poem Argonautica, during their
quest for the Golden Fleece.
Butler Mons honors Octavia E. Butler, the first science fiction
writer to win a MacArthur fellowship, and whose Xenogenesis
trilogy describes humankind's departure from Earth and
subsequent return.
Caleuche Chasma is named for the mythological ghost ship that
travels the seas around the small island of Chiloé, off the coast of
Chile; according to legend the Caleuche explores the coastline
collecting the dead, who then live aboard it forever.
Clarke Montes honors Sir Arthur C. Clarke, the prolific science
fiction writer and futurist whose novels and short stories
(including "2001: A Space Odyssey") were imaginative depictions
of space exploration.
Dorothy Crater recognizes the protagonist in the series of
children's novels, by L. Frank Baum, that follows Dorothy Gale's
travels to and adventures in the magical world of Oz.
Kubrick Mons honors film director Stanley Kubrick, whose iconic

This image of an area on Pluto's largest moon Charon has a depression
with a peak in the middle, shown here in the upper left corner of the
inset. The image shows an area approximately 390 km from top to
bottom, including a few visible craters.

"2001: A Space Odyssey" tells the story of humanity's evolution
from tool-using hominids to space explorers and beyond.
Mandjet Chasma is named for one of the boats in Egyptian
mythology that carried the sun god Ra (Re) across the sky each
day – making it one of the earliest mythological examples of a
vessel of space travel.
Nasreddin Crater is named for the protagonist in thousands of
humorous folktales told throughout the Middle East, southern
Europe and parts of Asia.
Nemo Crater is named for the captain of the Nautilus, the
submarine in Jules Verne's novels Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea (1870) and The Mysterious Island (1874).
Pirx Crater is named for the main character in a series of short
stories by Stanislaw Lem, who travels between the Earth, Moon
and Mars.
Revati Crater is named for the main character in the Hindu epic
narrative Mahabharata -- widely regarded as the first in history
(circa 400 BC) to include the concept of time travel.
Sadko Crater recognizes the adventurer who travelled to the
bottom of the sea in the medieval Russian epic Bylina.
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benign and inactive in the frigid outlands of the
solar system, where temperatures are never above
-220ºC, geological and geomorphological activity
is clearly a sustained part of surface moulding and
subsurface convulsions which transform and enrich
the atmosphere. The exchange of gases between
proximal bodies provide exciting possibilities for
advanced missions chasing down the Plutonian
system with its moons for there is much to be
learned about the interaction of chemistries driving
the environments of both Pluto and Charon.
But just what are the chances of chasing down
a retreating Pluto, as it winds farther away from
the Sun on its 248 year elliptical journey around
the Sun? Technically quite good. With a powerful
injection of departure velocity and a nuclear electric
propulsion system, it would be possible to send
a group of spacecraft to operate around, on and
below the surface to investigate the mechanisms

ABOVE
The present position of New
Horizons as it homes in on its
next target in the Kuiper Belt.

BELOW
Nobody knows whether
Ultima Thule is potato shaped
or a sphere but images during
the approach phase will
narrow the options.

New Horizons will explore
“Ultima Thule” on New
Year's Day 2019
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and the interactions taking place. Pluto and Charon
are analogues of Kuiper Belt bodies and they are a
suitable target for investigative expeditions to learn
more about this second zone of the solar system.
New Horizons is currently 6.17 billion km from
Earth, speeding toward a New Year's Day 2019
encounter with "Ultima Thule". The centerpiece
of New Horizons' extended mission through the
Kuiper Belt, the Ultima flyby will be the farthest
planetary encounter – with the most primitive
object ever encountered – in space flight history.
Pluto will be back inside the present orbit of
Neptune by 2235. It would be nice to think that by
then we will be ready to chase it down with a
high-velocity mission conveying a flotilla of
orbiters and landers, to begin the surface
characterisation of this bi-planetary system with
which, strange as it may seem, we have an affinity
in our own Earth-Moon system. SF
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Peake

A

IMAGES: RICK MULHEIRN

s part of a two-year tour taking in all four
UK nations, Tim Peake’s Soyuz TMA-19
spacecraft and Sokol KV-2 pressure suit
found themselves recently in the Manchester
Museum of Science and Industry. Acquired
for the nation in December 2016, the spacecraft and
suit are the key attractions for visitors attending the
display, which is part of a national tour sponsored by
global technology innovators Samsung and by the
Science Museum Group, which includes the Museum
of Science and Industry.
The “Space Descent Virtual Reality Adventure”
accompanies the artefacts and with the aid of Samsung
Gear VR technology, visitors can position themselves
right at the heart of Tim Peake’s journey from the
International Space Station back to Earth.
Tim Peake has been quoted as saying: “I’m
particularly happy that people up and down the UK
now have the opportunity to discover more about my
Principia mission and about space travel in general, and
that the Science Museum Group – with the support of

viewing
ABOVE
Pictured at the
Manchester
Museum of Science
and Industry, the
display includes
British astronaut
Tim Peake's Soyuz
TMA-19 re-entry
module, parachute,
and Sokol
spacesuit.
LEFT
A replica of the
Soyuz instrument
panel – also a
popular feature of
BIS exhibits!

Samsung – are doing so much to inspire the public and
schools in this tour”.
Juxtaposed with steam-powered paraphernalia
from a bygone age, the Manchester exhibit made for
an outstanding display that proved hugely popular.
Hard-core space fans will be disappointed to learn that
the Neptune-ME IDS (cockpit main display/control
panel) is only a replica and I also wonder how many of
the Velcro patches on Tim’s suit were the flown article.
Nit-picking aside, though, the allure of flown hardware
can be intoxicating. Opportunities to see this kind of
kit up close and personal don’t come along very often,
and I recommend that all readers pay the exhibition a
visit should they have and opportunity to do so.
Sadly for Mancunians, the exhibition has since
moved on – but Manchester's loss is definitely the rest
of the country's gain. My thanks to Kat Dibbits, Press
and PR Manager for the Museum of Science and
Industry, for affording me out-of-hours access to
Rick Mulheirn
photograph the exhibits. SF

The Tim Peake exhibits can be seen at the following venues:
National Museum Scotland, Edinburgh .............May–Aug 2018
Peterborough Cathedral, Peterborough..............Aug–Nov 2018
National Museum Wales, Cardiff ......................... Nov–Jan 2019
National Museum Ulster, Belfast..........................Feb–May 2019
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38th BIS

Russia-Sino forum
One of the most iconic and enduring annual events facilitated by the British
Interplanetary Society materialised as the 38th Russian-Sino Technical Forum,
held at BIS headquarters in London on 2-3 June, attracting a full attendance.
by Brian Harvey and Ken MacTaggart

T

he first speaker was Galina Nechitailo of the
Institute of Biochemical Physics from the
Russian Academy of Sciences. She described
the evolution of experiments on board the
Salyut and Mir orbital space stations in the
growing of plants, dwarf trees, seeds, orchids, bulbs,
peas, wheat, tomatoes, flax and flowers, how they
reacted to microgravity and the difficulties experienced
in their cultivation.
Dave Shayler, the coordinator of the forum, gave
an account of the 1976 flight of Soyuz 22, the last of
the solo Soyuz missions. Providing fresh detail, he
described how it was outfitted with a large camera with
filters and cassettes to make Earth resources studies of
the Soviet Union and he illustrated the ground tracks
followed by the spacecraft.
Martin Postranecky, on behalf of the BIS library
committee, gave an account of the evolution of the BIS
library and how it has become a unique resource on
spaceflight. He spoke of the challenge of revising the
collection, making it available on-line and scanning the
photograph collection of 10,000 images. The addition
of the late Rex Hall’s collection of priceless English and
Russian language books is now in prospect.
“Fifty-plus Years of Tracking Russian satellites by
Radio” was the title of the talk by Sven Grahn from
Sweden who, from the 1970s, had tracked Soviet
and Russian spacecraft from his home using a small
television-type aerial, receiver, tape recorder and
stopwatch. Inspired by Geoff Perry of Kettering, he
tracked over 800 satellites in 9,027 receptions, with
1,337 voice recordings of manned and unmanned
spacecraft, stations and even Moon probes. Sven
explained how it was possible to learn much about the
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programme as a result. He played audio of some of the
bleeps, pulses and inverted speech signals designed to
disguise private medical exchanges from cosmonauts.
The recent author and publisher of a seminal work
on the story of India’s space programme, Gurbir
Singh outlined the current state of Chinese-Indian
cooperation in space flight, examining the similar,
overlapping and different purposes of their space
programmes, their cooperation with other countries
and the building of tracking stations. He speculated
on their future convergence, divergence and rivalry in
what will be a story to watch in coming years.
In a joint presentation, Bert Vis and Andrew
Thomas described the Interkosmos mission of
Vietnam’s Pham Tuan in 1980. They also showed the
current exhibition of his flight in the Air Defence
Museum in Hanoi, which included his cabin, a statue,
photographs, medals, flags and commemorative vases.
The speakers explained that Pham Tuan remains part
of the heritage and current awareness of the people of
Vietnam, to whom he is a popular hero.

ABOVE
The original scope
of the forum has
widened since its
inception to include
the current Russian
and Indian space
programmes and
the relationship
between them.

A LIFE REMEMBERED
Gerry Webb, President-elect of the Society, introduced
the Oleg Sokolov Memorial Paper, given by Alexey
Loktionov. It was entirely appropriate that the paper
should be devoted to the late Oleg Sokolov himself,
a previous speaker at the forum. Alexey delivered an
illustrated presentation of the life of Sokolov, from his
time in the Soviet army to his involvement in the N-1
lunar programme, Proton and the Khrunichev design
bureau, to his later contribution to projects such as
Air Launch. Less well known was his authoring of
books under a pseudonym, and how he even built his
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own home-made cars at a time when they were
unaffordable in the USSR; Oleg, who was also a fine
singer, was indeed a remarkable man and will be
much missed.
Phil Clark made three presentations. His first
was about the mysterious Cosmos 2519 mission in
2017, which detached two subsatellites, Cosmos
2521 and 2523. He illustrated in detail their orbital
paths and manoeuvres, implying the testing of a
satellite inspector system. A telling comparison
with an inspector satellite flown earlier from the
US Shuttle concluded with speculation on their
purpose and future.
Phil’s second paper was on the landing dates,
times and locations of Soyuz manned spacecraft.
Many years ago, during the Cold War, Phil had so
thoroughly researched the relationship between
launch time and landing, that he could calculate
the landing times of long-duration missions
far in advance, a feat of almost espionage-like
proportions. This also made it possible to identify
outliers of unscheduled early returns. After offering
a tantalising glimpse of a superb modern photo
of Soyuz MS-05 at the instant of landing in snow,
Phil immediately resumed what he called “the
interesting stuff ” – the succession of mathematical

ABOVE
Having put together
another highly
successful forum,
Dave Shayler
presented a paper
on the 1976 flight
of Soyuz 22 (right)
and another on the
Zarya ISS module.

Phil Clark's
research:
“A feat of
almost
espionagelike
proportions”

charts and tables from which he derives his conclusions
(SpaceFlight Vol 60 No 7 p 30-35).
Phil Clark’s third paper covered the Chinese
Tiangong 2 space station and how it hosted the visit of
the Shenzhou 11 crew and the Tianzhou 1 refuelling
mission. Its current orbit will keep it aloft until
October 2019, and Phil has promised a successor paper
for 2022 on the opening operations of the planned
space station based around its core module, Tianhe. He
also showed an impressive video of the 2013 automatic
landing of Chang’e 3 on the Moon, the first lunar
landing televised live.
Andrew Knight continued his review of early Soviet
manned missions, focussing on how they were covered
and portrayed in the press at the time, both Western
and Soviet, giving insights into the state of the space
race at the time. His paper examined the pioneering
mission of Soyuz 4 and 5 in 1969. The Americans
quietly gathered early intelligence on the serious
re-entry difficulties experienced by Soyuz 5, a story
eventually broken by Jim Oberg many years later.
ENCORE
The second day of the forum opened with a video
greeting from cosmonaut Anatoli Artsebarsky, who
had intended to be present in person but sent a
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 29
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message instead, while Dave Shayler gave a
second presentation to mark the 20th anniversary
of the launch of Zarya, the original core module of
the International Space Station.
He described its origins, development, visiting
spacecraft, and its function as the control and then
storage module. It should continue to play a pivotal
role on the station until at least 2020, perhaps
beyond 2028. Dave’s third paper had the tantalizing
title of “A Soviet Spacelab”. By going through
obscure American documentation covering
prospective cooperation after the 1975 ApolloSoyuz project, he showed that preliminary work
had been undertaken on a Russian-kitted Spacelab
to be flown on the Shuttle. This planning ultimately
paved the way for the International Space Station
many years later.
Andrew Thomas delivered a talk on the Chinese
space programme with the intriguing title of
“Social Networks”. Through his knowledge of
postal covers and stamps with the sending and
receiving postcodes printed on them, he was able
to establish contacts and networks created across
China between space industry professionals and
enthusiasts, indicating an important cultural
underpinning of support and recruitment for the
programme.
Also taking us into new territory was Bart
Hendrickx’s talk on sleuthing Russian military
satellites. In a presentation which could have been
a template for a student masterclass on investigative
history methods, he outlined how it was possible,
using open literature, to find out an unprecedented
level of detail on past, contemporary and future
military satellites (e.g. Razdan, Burevestnik)

FUTURE FORUMS
2019 The Soviet, Russian, Chinese and Indian lunar
programmes at the time of the Apollo 50th anniversary
celebrations (1969).
2020 50th anniversary of China's first orbital launch
(1970), 60th anniversary of the first Soviet cosmonaut
team (1960) and 40th anniversary of the BIS Forum
(1980).
2021 60th anniversary of Yuri Gagarin’s flight (1961); 50th
anniversary of the first space station, Salyut (1971).
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ABOVE
President-elect Gerry Webb
reminded the forum of the
outstanding contribution
made by Oleg Sokolov, a
friend of the Society.
BELOW
The botanical and biological
experiments aboard
Russian space stations
were described by Galina
Nechitailo.

BELOW
Gurbir Singh examined the
relationship between India’s
space programme and
Russia's.

through examining Russian language newspapers
(e.g. Kommersant), company histories and annual
reports, websites, technical journals, in-house
publications, public procurement documentation
and even court disputes between contractors.
A highlight of the second day was the perfectlytimed lunchtime landing of Soyuz MS-07 in
Kazakhstan, which forum members were able
to follow live on a big screen via relays from
Roskosmos and NASA TV. The final stages of the
descent could be seen from soon after parachute
opening, through the venting of fuel, to helicopters
flying racetrack formation around the descending
spacecraft. The safe landing was toasted by the
forum in a culturally appropriate manner – vodka!
The refreshments doubtless contributed to the
success of the subsequent auction, in aid of BIS
funds, of some of Rex Hall’s space memorabilia,
donated by his widow Lynn.
Then it was back to the programme, when
Brian Harvey presented two short papers. The first
outlined two prospective crews for the Shenzhou
12 mission, the first scheduled to fly to the planned
Chinese space station Tianhe, based on recent
photographic reports of crews in training (for the
record, prime crew of Nie Haisheng, Liu Wang
and Zhang Xiaoguang; backups being Chen
Dong, Wang Yaping and Deng Qingming). Forum
members stated they will await with interest
the opportunity to validate (or otherwise) these
speculations!
Brian’s second paper outlined the role of the
Harbin Institute of Technology, which started as
a Russian-Chinese railway engineering school in
1920 and eventually emerged as the intellectual
powerhouse of the Chinese space programme, its
graduates pre-eminent in their field and with its
own role in building satellites and Ziding (Lilac)
micro-satellites.
Phil Mills’ paper was on the now welldocumented project Azorian, when the Americans
lifted a sunken Soviet submarine, the K129, off the
Pacific seabed in 1974. He showed how the USSR
tried to follow the American salvage ship involved,
Glomar Explorer, through the use of Cosmos photo
and radar reconnaissance satellites. They flew a
succession of overflights and the Salyut 3 military
space station may have been part of that effort. SF
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REMEMBERING
Alan L. Bean
(1932-2018)
A unique US astronaut, who
declined the chance to fly the
Shuttle in order to paint the
Moon.
by Ken MacTaggart FBIS

A LIFE LIVED WELL
Alan LaVern Bean was born in Wheeler, Texas, on 15
March 1932 and went to High School in Fort Worth. Of
Scottish descent, his father Arnold worked as a water
management scientist for the US government, the family
name originally being MacBean. After graduating in
Aeronautical Engineering from the University of Texas
in 1955, he joined the US Navy as a pilot, first in a jet
squadron in Florida, then as a test pilot.
Bean entered NASA as part of the third intake of
32 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight
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A

lan Bean was the first of a handful of “rookie”
astronauts who had the most extraordinary
introduction to space flight. On his first
mission, he launched to Earth orbit on
the biggest rocket ever built, the Saturn V.
He and his crewmates circled the planet twice, then
accelerated away on the quarter-million-mile voyage
to the Moon. Once there he orbited, landed and made
two Moonwalks, before departing the lunar surface for
the three-day trip back to Earth and a Pacific Ocean
splashdown.
It was the ultimate space voyage, covering
everything an aspiring astronaut could hope for. In the
present era, with no-one having ventured beyond Earth
orbit since 1972, this is a barely imaginable experience
for today’s first-time astronauts making their inaugural
flight to the ISS at a mere 400 km altitude.
To a later generation of space enthusiasts, however,
it was not his considerable NASA accomplishments
– to the Moon on Apollo 12, as commander of a
long-duration flight to the Skylab space station, and
as back-up commander on the Apollo-Soyuz joint
American-Russian docking mission – for which he was
best known. Rather, it was his extraordinary and highly
popular space art, a career to which he turned after
resigning from NASA in 1981 after turning down the
opportunity to follow many of his Apollo colleagues on
to the then new Space Shuttle programme.
Alan Bean’s stand at art and autograph shows in
the USA and the UK always seemed to be the busiest,
with long queues waiting to purchase a print of a lunar
scene, buy his art book, or to have him sign a photo
or item of space memorabilia. He always took time to
chat, pose for a “selfie” and discuss a visitor’s souvenir
or some aspect of his missions.

The
spacecraft
was struck
twice by
lightning. It
was Bean
who saved
the day.

ABOVE
Alan Bean prior to
Apollo 12 during
EVA training in the
Flight Crew Support
Building.

astronauts in 1963, where he resumed his friendship
from their Navy days, with Charles “Pete” Conrad. He
was initially rejected for the Apollo Moon landings,
being assigned to the follow-on Apollo Applications
programme. However, the death of astronaut C.
C. Williams in an air crash in 1967 created the
opportunity for Bean to join Conrad’s crew. The trio
soon forged the happiest team among the Apollo crews.
In the summer of 1969, as the launch of Apollo
11 approached, Bean, his commander Conrad, and
fellow Scottish-American crewmate Richard Gordon
were training furiously to fly Apollo 12 within weeks.
They would have made the first lunar landing had
Armstrong’s mission failed.
Their Saturn V lifted off on 14 November 1969 into
a Florida thunderstorm, with President Richard Nixon
watching from the VIP stand – the only occasion a
President ever turned out for a Moon launch. The
evident dangers of the weather were swiftly confirmed
when the spacecraft was struck twice by lighting and its
power system went haywire.
It was Bean who saved the day. When Mission
Control radioed a solution, it made no sense to
Conrad, as he gazed at a control panel lit up “like a
Christmas tree” with flashing warning lights. Bean
remembered a rarely-used procedure from his training,
then pressed the vital switch to re-set the rocket’s
electrical circuits and resume a safe flight. The obscure
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command “SEC to Aux” became a minor legend
among space enthusiasts, and Bean was astonished
to see it displayed on T-shirts worn by people who
had not been born when he flew to the Moon!
Four days later, Conrad and Bean started their
descent from lunar orbit, attempting a pinpoint
landing in the Ocean of Storms, 1,450 km from
Armstrong’s site in the Sea of Tranquillity. After
Apollo 11’s 8 km landing error, demonstrating
a precision landing would be essential for later
missions planned to visit sites with important
geology but a more challenging terrain.
They were targeted at the unmanned Surveyor 3
which had landed three years earlier and bounced
to a halt inside a 200 m wide crater. As their
landing craft Intrepid pitched forward to reveal the
view ahead, the crew were elated to recognise the
crater pattern they had studied to guide their route.
“Amazing! Fantastic!” exclaimed Bean. “Hey!
Look at that crater; right where it's supposed to be.”
Bean’s job was to call out the instrument readings
while Conrad piloted Intrepid as it hovered on its
rocket exhaust. “Pete, you got plenty of gas, babe.
Hang in there. He's got it made!”
They landed in a storm of flying dust just 200
m from the Surveyor, their accuracy paving the
way for four subsequent and highly precise Moon
landings. As he exited Intrepid to take his first steps

ABOVE
Alan Bean with fellow
Apollo 12 Moonwalker Pete
Conrad reflected in his
gold-coated visor.

BELOW
“How it Felt” (1994) by Alan
Bean – one of a number
of paintings by the former
astronaut containing fine
dust particles retrieved from
the lunar surface.

on the Moon, Conrad asked Bean to take one of the
most unusual Apollo photographs – looking out
the hatch to Conrad as he starts down the ladder,
the LM reflected in his visor, and the pristine, sunlit
lunar surface behind him.
Bean and Conrad went on to explore the area
in two Moonwalks, laying down experiments,
examining the sun-bleached Surveyor, and
collecting 34 kg of rock samples.
The stark, silent landscape of the Moon made
a deep impression on Bean. Amidst the hustle of
timeline pressures, he occasionally stole a glance at
the brilliant crescent Earth hanging over his head
in a black sky, four times the size of the Moon we
see from Earth. Subconsciously, he explored the
Moon with an artist’s eye, storing a cavalcade of
extraordinary impressions and taking unrepeatable
photographs. He later resolved to develop his
artistic talent and become a painter to capture his
experiences.
AN AFTERLIFE
In 1973, Bean flew to the Skylab space station and,
with his crew of Owen Garriott and Jack Lousma,
set a space endurance record of 59 days. His
final assignment was back-up commander of the
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, necessitating many trips
to the USSR.
SpaceFlight Vol 60 August 2018 33
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Art was never far from Bean’s mind. On one of his
returns from Moscow, he made a stop-over in France
to visit Rouen cathedral and see if the light really did
change the colours on the facade, as depicted in Monet’s
famous series of paintings. Viewing the scene again
and again throughout the day, between cups of coffee,
Bean realised that Monet was not painting precisely
what he saw, but somehow, what he felt. It became the
basis of his own painting, That's How It Felt to Walk on
the Moon, which transforms a grey lunar portrait into a
subtle blend of impressionistic pastel colours.
Many of his NASA colleagues were dumbstruck
when Bean announced he was leaving the programme,
not for some lucrative aerospace consultancy job, but
to paint full time. “No-one else of the 12 of us that went
to the Moon is interested in art”, he told me. “I know
a lot of interesting stories and images that will be lost
if I don’t do it. I’m a believer in following your dreams
every day.” And as far as is currently known, none of the
astronauts depicted in his paintings has bought one.
Despite the scepticism, he doggedly built up his art
business, painting with acrylics on board panels at his
studio in Houston every day. He became the creator
of highly marketable lunar scenes, with the unrivalled
claim to be “the only artist who has walked on another
world”. His originals, embedded with real Moondust
from his suit patches, can sell for $175,000. He believed
that one day, a painting of his will hang in a gallery on
the Moon; as the first artist to walk there, he was surely
right.
His Scottish connection was a current throughout
his life, and Bean’s crewmates joked about him bringing
34 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight

ABOVE
A self portrait of
Alan "MacBean"
with the deployed
flag on NASA's
second lunar
landing.

“the good luck of the MacBean genes” on their flight.
His 1996 painting, Clan MacBean Arrives on the Moon,
portrays the elation of his first steps in the lunar dust.
He also took a length of the clan tartan along, but
contrary to rumour, he did not leave any lying in the
lunar dust for posterity. He stowed it in the Lunar
Module cabin and brought it all back to Earth, donating
a piece to the Scottish Tartan Authority in 2011.

BELOW
“Surveyor 3, I
presume!” – the
first and only
encounter with a
previously launched
spacecraft, as
depicted by Bean
the artist portraying
Bean the astronaut.

CONNECTIONS
Helping to research Alan’s family origins in Invernessshire, I uncovered the extraordinary coincidence that
his forebear John MacBean was born by the River
Findhorn in Strathdearn, and the grandfather of his
close friend and crewmate Dick Gordon lived further
downstream on the banks of the same river, near Forres.

OBITUARY

Alan and I also rectified an erroneous version of the
lunar tartan story for the National Museum of Scotland.
Inspired by Alan’s gesture in donating a swatch of the
lunar MacBean tartan, presented by Dick Gordon on
his visit to Glasgow in 2012, kiltmaker Ken MacDonald
of Paisley designed and registered an official Apollo
12 tartan. Its colours reflect the MacBean and Gordon
tartans, and the greyness of the Moon. Robert Law, an
astronomer at the Mills Observatory in Dundee, is the
proud owner of the first Apollo 12 tartan kilt.
As an international lecturer and enthusiastic
exponent of manned space flight, Bean had one of the
most successful post-NASA careers, commanding full
houses when he last visited England in 2006 and 2013.
He was one of the most approachable of the lunar
astronauts, a modest and humble man with a friendly
sense of humour. After indulging in his love of Italian
food on Apollo 12, he jocularly claimed his own space
“first”, insisting that he was the first person to eat
spaghetti on the Moon!
Unusually among test pilots, he admitted to
experiencing fear in space. Counting down their final
hours and minutes on the lunar surface in the cabin
of their landing craft, Bean could not help nervously
thinking of the single ascent engine at his back that was
their only way home. But of course, it fired flawlessly
right on time, and propelled them back to Dick Gordon,
waiting in lunar orbit.
On his return home, he relished the simplest of
Earthly pleasures – sitting in Houston’s Galleria mall,
eating ice cream and watching passers-by, marvelling at
the mundane miracle of human existence. “Don’t look
for Heaven elsewhere”, he said. “This is Heaven.”
His Apollo colleagues called him Al, or the
affectionate nickname Beano. Occasionally and
humorously, reflecting the Spanish heritage of his home
state of Texas, he was Señor Frijole (Mr Bean!). To his
friends outside of the space programme, in the world of
art and lecturing, he was always Alan.
Alan Bean died on 26 May 2018 at the Houston
Methodist Hospital, Texas, three weeks after being taken
ill in Fort Wayne, Indiana. His wife of 40 years, Leslie,

RIGHT
Alan presents a
piece of Apollo
16 Moon rock to
the Gasometer
Oberhausen
exhibition centre
in March 2010
during the Year of
Astronomy.

He was one
of the most
approachable
of the lunar
astronauts, a
modest and
humble man
with a
friendly
sense of
humour.

was at his bedside, supported by daughter Amy and the
Cunningham and Lousma families. He was aged 86.
Alan is survived by his wife Leslie, plus son Clay
and daughter Amy Sue from his previous marriage to
Sue Ragsdale. He also leaves a sister, Paula Stott. With
the death four months earlier of his crewmate Dick
Gordon, and Pete Conrad’s fatal motorbike accident in
1999, Bean’s passing means that Apollo 12 sadly joins
Apollo 14 as the two Moon missions with no crew left
living. The death of US Navy Captain Alan Bean means
that, in a little over a year, a quarter of the small band
of men who walked on the Moon between July 1969
and December 1972 have passed away. The other recent
losses were the two Apollo commanders Gene Cernan
in January 2017, and John Young a year later.

TRIBUTES TO A “RENAISSANCE MAN”
“Alan and I have been best friends for 55 years, ever since the day we became astronauts”, said Walt Cunningham,
who flew on Apollo 7, a year before Bean’s first flight. “When I became head of the Skylab Branch of the Astronaut
Office, we worked together and Alan eventually commanded the second Skylab mission.”
“We have never lived more than a couple of miles apart, even after we left NASA. For years, Alan and I never
missed a month where we did not have a cheeseburger together at Miller’s Café in Houston. We are accustomed to
losing friends in our business, but this is a tough one”, said Cunningham.
“Alan Bean was the most extraordinary person I ever met”, recalled astronaut Mike Massimino, who flew on two
Space Shuttle missions to service the Hubble Space Telescope. “He was a one-of-a-kind combination of technical
achievement as an astronaut, and artistic achievement as a painter.”
“But what was truly extraordinary was his deep caring for others and his willingness to inspire and teach by sharing
his personal journey so openly. Anyone who had the opportunity to know Alan was a better person for it, and we
were better astronauts by following his example. I am so grateful he was my mentor and friend, and I will miss him
terribly. He was a great man and this is a great loss”, Massimino said.
Dr Harrison Schmitt, Apollo 17 Lunar Module pilot and the only geologist to walk on the Moon, was impressed by the
“fantastic suite of lunar samples” collected by Bean and Conrad. But they also stayed in touch about geology in later
life: “When Alan's third career as the artist of Apollo moved forward, he would call me to ask about some detail
about lunar soil, colour or equipment he wanted to represent exactly in a painting. His enthusiasm about space and
art never waned. Alan Bean is one of the great renaissance men of his generation — engineer, fighter pilot,
astronaut and artist”, Schmitt reflected.
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Satellite Digest 547
Satellite Digest is SpaceFlight’s regular listing of world space launches using orbital
data from the United States Strategic Command space-track.org website.
Compiled by Geoff Richards
Spacecraft

International Date
designation

Launch
site

Launch vehicle

APStar 6C

2018-041A May 3.67

Xichang

Chang Zheng 3B

InSight

2018-042A May 5.46

WTR

Atlas V 401

694

Heliocentric orbit

[2]

MarCO A

2018-042B

14

Heliocentric orbit

[3]

MarCO B

2018-042C

14

Heliocentric orbit

[3]

Gaofen 5

2018-043A May 8.77

Bangabandhu 1

2018-044A May 11.84 KSC

Falcon 9FT

Queqiao

2018-045A May 20.89 Xichang

Chang Zheng 4C

Longjiang 1

2018-045B

Longjiang 2

2018-045C

J. R. Thompson

2018-046A May 21.36 Wallops

Antares 230

GRACE-FO 1

2018-047A May 22.82 WTR

Falcon 9FT

GRACE-FO 2

2018-047B

Iridium 161
Iridium 152

Taiyuan

Mass
(kg)

Chang Zheng 4C

5,100

Orbital
epoch

May 14.78

Inclin.
(deg)

0.15

2,000?

May 12.92

98.12

3,500

May 23.73

0.04

448
47
47

Period
(min)

Perigee Apogee Notes
(km)
(km)

1,436.00 35,784 35,789 [1]

98.75

700

Earth-Moon L2 halo orbit
May 20.97

701 [4]

1,436.01 35,784 35,789 [5]
[6]

27.50 14,587.44

395 383,110 [7]

Lunar orbit

[7]

6,173

May 24.73

51.64

92.56

402

408 [8]

580

May 25.98

88.99

94.47

484

505 [9]

580

May 23.41

88.99

94.47

484

505 [9]

2018-047C

860

May 23.29

86.71

96.69

490

713 [10]

2018-047D

860

May 23.61

86.71

96.69

490

714 [10]

Iridium 147

2018-047E

860

May 23.61

86.71

96.69

490

714 [10]

Iridium 110

2018-047F

860

May 23.94

86.71

96.72

489

717 [10]

Iridium 162

2018-047G

860

May 24.35

86.71

96.72

490

717 [10]

NOTES
1. Telecommunications and direct broadcast satellite built using a
CAST DFH-4 bus for APT Satellite. Mass quoted above is at launch.
The satellite was initially located over 136.5°E for test. Moved
earlier than planned May 28 to 29 to 134.1°E, co-located with APStar
6 and replacing the lost capacity on that satellite, to provide a
service to the Asia-Pacific region.
2. Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat
Transport Mars lander probe built by Lockheed Martin for NASA
and launched by ULA. On course to arrive at Mars on November 26
and deploy a 358 kg lander with a CCD camera for Mars surface
pictures, a deployable seismometer (SEIS) with separate deployable
wind and thermal shield, a deployable drilling mole (HP3) for
sub-surface thermal properties with heaters, temperature sensors
and tilt sensors and a radiometer for surface temperature, a set of
sensors (APSS) for atmospheric temperature, pressure, wind speed
and direction and the magnetic field, eight laser retroreflectors
(LaRRI) for location by a future Mars orbiter and a robotic arm with
a CCD camera for experiment deployment. The communications
link was to be used for geodetic measurements for the Rotation and
Interior Structure Experiment. Twelfth mission in NASA Discovery
programme.
3. Mars Cube One are a pair of communications 6U Cubesats built by
JPL and each carrying a UHF receiver to relay signals from InSight
and two cameras, one wide-field for antenna deployment and the
other narrow-field for pictures of Mars.
4. Earth resources satellite built using a SAST-500B bus for SASTIND
with an Advanced Hyperspectral Imager (AHSI), a multi-channel
36 Vol 60 August 2018 SpaceFlight

scanner covering visible and near, short and thermal infra-red
bands (VIMS) for Earth imaging and surface characteristics, a
scanning grating infra-red spectrometer (GMI) for greenhouse gas
concentration, a limb-sounding infra-red spectrometer (AIUS) for
atmospheric composition, a four-band ultraviolet/visible grating
imaging spectrometer (EMI) for atmospheric ozone and other trace
gases and an eight-band visual/infra-red radiometer/polarimeter
(DPC) for clouds and aerosols. Satellite manoeuvred to its
operational orbit by May 12.
5. Bangabandhu means Friend of Bengal, the popular title of Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, the country's first president. Bangabandhu
Satellite 1 is a telecommunications and direct broadcast satellite
built using a Thales Alenia Space Spacebus 4000B2 bus and
launched by SpaceX for BTRC (Bangladesh Telecommunication
Regulatory Commission). Mass quoted above is at launch. The
satellite is located over 119.1°E to provide a service to Bangladesh
and surrounding countries. First Block 5 version of Falcon 9
with improvements for re-usability and performance. First stage
successfully landed on the Of Course I Still Love You barge about 630
km downrange.
6. Queqiao was a bridge formed of magpies in Chinese legend.
Lunar communications satellite built by CAST for SASTIND, using
a CAST-100 bus and carrying transponders for communications
with the planned Chang'e 4 probe when it is on the far side of the
Moon and a VLF receiver (NCLE, supplied by the Netherlands) for
radio astronomy. Flew 110 km from the Moon May 25.57 and is now
carrying out a series of manoeuvres to reach a halo orbit about the
Earth-Moon L2 point.
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tracking and lithium ion phosphate batteries for performance test;
MemSat (Memristor Satellite), a technology development 1U Cubesat
built by Rowan University carrying a memristor memory system for
performance test and a radiation detector and EnduroSat One, a
technology development 1U Cubesat built by Space Challenges of
Bulgaria carrying an autonomous navigation and control system
and two UHF amateur-band beacons. Six more Cubesats are to be
deployed from NRCSD-E deployers after Cygnus departs from ISS.
These are: four Lemur 2 dual-mission 5 kg 3U Cubesats built by Spire
Global each carrying an AIS receiver (SENSE) to track shipping and
a GPS receiver (STRATOS) for atmospheric data from occultation
of GPS signals and Aerocube 12A and 12B, a pair of technology
development 4 kg 3U Cubesats built by Aerospace Corporation for
the USAF each carrying a star tracker, advanced solar cells and,
on Aerocube 12B, an electric propulsion system for performance
test. CubeRRT, EQUiSat, HaloSat, MemSat, RadSat-g, RainCube and
TEMPEST-D comprise the NASA ELaNa 23 mission.

7. Longjiang means Dragon River. DSLWP-A1 and A2 (Discovering
the Sky at Longest Wavelengths Pathfinder) astronomy and
technology satellites built by HIT are each carrying a receiver for
radio astronomy and a transponder for amateur communications.
Longjiang 1 also carried a camera supplied by Saudi Arabia for
Lunar surface imaging. Longjiang 2 manoeuvred May 25 to enter
Lunar orbit. Contact with Longjiang 1 was lost May 22, but reportedly
recovered by June 2. It is not yet clear whether Longjiang 1 entered
lunar orbit or flew past the Moon into a higher Earth orbit.
8. Cygnus freighter spacecraft named in honour of the late NASA
manager and former president of OSC, ISS Mission OA-9, built and
launched by Orbital ATK as part of NASA’s CRS programme for
transport to ISS, with 3,350 kg of cargo including new experiments
and 15 Cubesats. Spacecraft captured by the ISS arm May 24.39 and
docked at the ISS/Unity nadir port May 24.51. Nine Cubesats are
in NRCSD deployers which will be transferred to the ISS. These
are: CubeRRT (CubeSat Radiometer RFI Technology), a technology
demonstration 6U Cubesat built by Blue Canyon Technologies
using an XB6 bus for Ohio State University with a radiometer to
detect and systems to mitigate radio frequency interference that
could undermine microwave radiometer observations; HaloSat,
an astronomy 6U Cubesat built using an XB6 bus by University of
Iowa with three collimators and solid-state/scintillator X-radiation
detectors to observe the galactic halo; Radix, a communications
technology demonstration 6U Cubesat built by Analytical Space with
a software-defined radio and a laser downlink for communications;
RainCube (Radar in a Cubesat), a technology demonstration 6U
Cubesat built using a Tyvak Endeavour bus by JPL with a Ka-band
radar for precipitation detection; TEMPEST-D (Temporal Experiment
for Storms and Tropical Systems – Demonstrator), a technology
demonstration 6U Cubesat built by Blue Canyon Technologies using
an XB6 bus for Colorado State University with two radiometers
(JPL RACE and HAMMR IIP-10) for cloud observations; RadSat-g
(Radiation satellite), a technology development 3U Cubesat built
using a Pumpkin bus by Montana State University carrying a
radiation-tolerant computer with FPGA components for performance
test and a solid-state radiation detector; EQUiSat, an educational
and technology development 1U Cubesat built by Brown University
carrying an amateur-band transmitter, an LED beacon for visible

9. Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment-Follow On are a pair of
geodetic science satellites built by Airbus DS using a Flexbus bus
and launched for NASA and GFZ by SpaceX, each containing a K/
Ka-band microwave ranging system (KBR) and a laser interferometer
(LRI) for distance between satellites plus a precision electrostatic
accelerometer (ACC) for non-gravitational forces, a GPS/Galileo/
GLONASS navigation receiver and four retro-reflectors (LRA) for
laser tracking. Manoeuvred for GRACE-FO 2 to follow same orbit
as GRACE-FO 1, trailing by 220 km. The data on changing distances
between the satellites will be used to map the Earth's gravitational
field, continuing the work of first pair of GRACE satellites.
10. Five low-orbit communications satellites built using the ELiTeBus
by Thales Alena Space for Iridium, the fifth batch of the Iridium
NEXT second-generation design. In addition to the communications
payload, satellites carry add-on payloads: an ADS-B receiver to
track air traffic for Aireon and an exactView RT AIS receiver to track
shipping for exactEarth. Launched into parking orbits. Satellites
are manoeuvring to raise orbits and enter Plane 6 of the Iridium
constellation. Iridium 161 and 162 will initially serve as reserve
satellites. Launch vehicle first stage was re-used from launch of
Zuma.

NASA

Orbital ATK successfully delivered the OA-9 Cygnus module to the ISS on 24 May.
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ADDITIONS AND UPDATES
DESIGNATION

COMMENTS

1997-046A
1997-082C

Intelsat 5 was relocated at 137°W May 31.
Iridium 47 was manoeuvred out of the Iridium
constellation to a reserve orbit May 5.
Iridium 62, Iridium 64 and Iridium 66 were manoeuvred
out of the Iridium constellation to reserve orbits May
11 to 13.
Iridium 68 was manoeuvred out of the Iridium
constellation to a disposal orbit May 10. Add orbit:
May 17.51 86.39°
93.28 min
171 km
702 km
Echostar 6 (Bermudasat 1) was manoeuvred off station
at 96.2°W May 7 and is drifting to the west. It has
been retired.
Intelsat 9 was manoeuvred off station at 29.5°W May
22 and is drifting to the east.
Eutelsat 33C was manoeuvred off station at 33°E May
4 and is drifting to the west.
ASTRA 2C was relocated at 23.7°E, co-located with
ASTRA 3B, May 23.
Nimiq 2 was manoeuvred off station at 89.5°E May 4
and is drifting to the west.
APStar 6 developed a solar array problem May 27
which reduced capacity.
Dawn halted orbit-lowering manoeuvres May 15 for
observations of southern hemisphere of Ceres, then
resumed manoeuvring May 31.
Kosmos 2458 (Uragan-M 734) returned to service May
23.
GSSAP 2 (USA 254), according to amateur trackers,
has reversed its drift from eastward to westward.
Shi Jian 17 was relocated at 106.3°E May 8, then
moved to 103.5°E May 19 to 28.
TDRS 13 was manoeuvred off its test station at 150°W
May 17 and is drifting to the east.
SkySats were declared operational May 15.
NOAA 20 was declared operational May 30.
LEO Vantage 1 was declared operational May 22.
Al Yah 3 was declared operational May 30.
GovSat 1 has relocated from 23.5°E to 21.5°E,

1998-021A,C,E
1998-021G

2000-038A
2000-043A
2001-011A
2001-025A
2002-062A
2005-012A
2007-043A
2009-070C
2014-043B
2016-065A
2017-047A
2017-068A-F
2017-073A
2018-004C
2018-012A
2018-013A

DESIGNATION

2018-032A

2018-036A,B,G

2018-038A

2018-040A-E

COMMENTS

according to amateur trackers.
Dragon CRS 14 was loaded with 1,743 kg of return
cargo then unberthed from ISS/Harmony on May 4
using the ISS arm and released May 5.56. Landed
in the Pacific Ocean about 650 km from the coast of
California May 5.79. 1KUNS-PF, Irazú and Ubakusat
were deployed from ISS via the Kibo airlock May 11.44.
Irazú has been renamed Batsú-CS1 (from the Bribri
for hummingbird, which also means good news). Add
objects with orbits (amateur trackers suggest that
67NP is 1KUNS-PF and 67NQ is Ubakusat):
Ubakusat
1998-067NP
May 12.08 51.64°
93.51 min
402 km
403 km
1KUNS-PF
1998-067NQ
May 12.21 51.64°
93.51 min
400 km
405 km
Batsú-CS1
1998-067NR
May 12.58 51.64°
93.51 min
401 km
403 km
CBAS (USA 283) was located at 112°W about May 12,
according to amateur trackers, who also observed
a reduction in the drift rate of EAGLE (USA 284) at
about the same time and discovered a smaller satellite
near EAGLE. The latter is probably USA 287, possibly
Mycroft. Add orbits:
May 19.48
0.02° 1,436.04 min 35,770 km 35,804 km
May 11.46
0.07° 1,426.42 min 35,588 km 35,609 km
May 19.84
0.07° 1,426.67 min 35,589 km 35,618 km
TESS passed 8252 km from Moon May 17.25 for
gravitational orbit raise and manoeuvred May 30.06
to lower apogee into operational orbit approximately
from 100,000 to 370,000 km, inclination 36.7°, period
13.7 days.
Zuhai 1 Group 02 satellites have manoeuvred to space
themselves equally around their orbit. Add orbits:
May 8.51
97.39°
94.84 min
506 km
520 km
May 9.49
97.40°
94.84 min
506 km
520 km
May 14.82 97.41°
94.84 min
506 km
519 km
May 21.66 97.39°
94.84 min
509 km
516 km
May 23.75 97.40°
94.84 min
509 km
516 km

INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION ACTIVITY
There was the following orbital manoeuvre of ISS during May,
boosted by Progress MS-08:
Pre-manoeuvre orbit: May 12.86 51.64° 92.55 min 402 km 407 km
Post-manoeuvre orbit: May 13.56 51.64° 92.56 min 402 km 408 km
End-of-May orbital data:
May 31.88 51.64° 92.56 min 402 km 407 km

Having passed the Moon on 17 May, NASA's TESS planet-hunter is now
well on the way to its final orbit.
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RECENTLY DETAILED ORBITAL DECAYS
International
Designation

Object name

Decay

1997-043B
1997-056D
1998-032B
1999-032B
2013-066W
1998-067KP
1998-067LL
1998-067NK
2018-032A

Iridium 25
Iridium 37
Iridium 72
Iridium 21
Eagle 2 ($50Sat)
Flock 2e'-19
KySat 3 (SGSat)
TechEdSat 6
Dragon CRS-14

May 14.44
May 26.07
May 14.1
May 24.53
May 18.8
May 12.97
May 6.62
May 15.19
May 5.79

SPACE HISTORY

FLASHBACK
A look back at the milestones
in spaceflight that happened 50
years ago this month

I
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ABOVE
External tanks
on the Shuttle
would provide
the propellant for
achieving most
of the velocity
required to reach
orbit, the final
push coming from
internal tanks
also used for orbit
changes and
returning to Earth.

BELOW
A chart displaying
multiple uses for
the Shuttle, shown
by George Mueller
at his historic
announcement
to the BIS on 10
August 1968.

four years, to the definitive configuration that first
launched into space on 12 April 1981.
CHANGING TIMES
One of the justifications for the Shuttle was that it
would dramatically lower the cost of space travel,
perhaps by an order of magnitude. Nothing was clearer
than this reality: that the way the space programme
had evolved in its first decade could not continue, big
rockets capable of throwing 50 tonnes at the Moon
being unaffordable within the constraints of a balanced
spending plan. Some way of lowering the cost had to
be found and the reusable Shuttle was felt to be the
best way of achieving that, providing a frequent-flyer
service to low Earth orbit, assembling space stations
and facilitating the use of rocket stages permanently
left in space, refuelled and used again for deep-space
missions as required.
In pointing to the giant Saturn V itself, Mueller
lauded the mere nine years that separated its inception
from the achievement of its primary goal – to put
humans on the Moon – and spoke of an even faster
way of developing the next generation of space-lifters.

IMAGES COURTESY OF NASA

t is rare that the British Interplanetary Society is
the organ itself for a landmark event in the history
of the space programme. But that happened on 10
August 1968 when George Mueller, then head of
NASA’s human space flight programme, announced
to the world that the agency was to develop a resusable
vehicle that could move people and cargo to and from
permanent bases in orbit and that it would called the
Space Shuttle. This was the first time that formal name
had been used.
George Mueller was a great friend of the BIS and
chose this organisation to make his announcement
while addressing an enthusiastic audience at a special
meeting at University College, London, and after
receiving Honorary Fellowship. In charts and with
descriptive materials at hand, Dr Mueller explained
that the Shuttle would be a 1½ stage reusable vehicle
designed as a lifting body and equipped with droptanks. It would have a launch mass of around 272,160
kg, he said, and carry up to 11,340 kg of payload to
low Earth orbit. It would supply a space station and it
would revolutionise the space programme, he said.
It still surprises many people that NASA had set
its sights on the Shuttle before the first manned flight
of an Apollo spacecraft and that it would be formally
approved by the President in January 1972 with the
last two Moon landings still to go. But the vehicle that
George Mueller described 50 years ago bore only a
superficial resemblance to the configuration which was
eventually approved. The carrying capacity would grow
to a theoretical 29,480 kg on the demands of the US Air
Force for a heavy-lifter to polar orbit from Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California and it would provide high
cross-range capability driving the size of the Orbiter
considerably larger than originally envisaged.
But the important point of this story is that it was
the BIS which provided the venue for a top NASA
official to make a formal declaration of intent. Which,
perhaps surprising to some, was not at all unique and
an event which highlights the high regard in which
the Society was held. But it had been there in the
footlights of history before, when the Society presented
blueprints for a very low cost rocket that persuaded
Wernher von Braun to make a fast-track route to a
satellite launcher rather than the grandiose, overengineered concepts that had populated his books
promoting space exploration in the early1950s.
In August 1968, however, an evening lecture to the
BIS proved prophetic and Mueller’s Shuttle was indeed
the very next thing for space, if not entirely in the form
in which he had presented it. In fact, many hands were
to influence the way the Shuttle evolved, in less than

SPACE HISTORY

But the writing was already on the wall: ten days
before Mueller’s speech to the BIS, NASA irrevocably
cancelled plans for any more Saturn Vs beyond the
15 already contracted. Eventually, NASA would be
unable to fund the last two Moon missions and on 16
December 1976, those remaining vehicles were released
to museums.
Mueller also spoke of the expanse of space
applications, to Earth resource monitoring, to
supporting agricultural and fishing industries through
monitoring and the listing of inventories to empower
conservation and the more intelligent management
of limited resources. He saw the Shuttle as being an
enabling tool in launching satellites for these purposes
and of the opportunity it afforded for international
cooperation. Coming four years before the first Earth
resources satellite was launched and seven years before
Skylab, that was quite a prophecy!
In the late 1960s, with NASA’s budget already in
steep decline, the Apollo Applications Programme
and its use of existing hardware to expand lunar
exploration and move toward a Mars landing
programme cancelled, and the Presidential Moon goal
fast approaching fruition, leading thinkers were already
talking up the opportunity for integrating the space
programme into the everyday lives of ordinary people.
That was the extraordinary message that George
Mueller brought to the British Interplanetary Society
and which echoed its own sentiments.
REVITALISATION
Over time, perhaps sadly, the end of the Apollo
programme, which was then already seen by many
as inevitable, cleared the way for a new and resurgent
space programme along very different lines. Not
perhaps in a retreat from grand missions and human
boot-prints on Mars, but into a more diverse and
relevant collection of programmes beneficial to the
lives of ordinary people on Earth.
George Mueller certainly saw that and did not

ABOVE
Mueller foresaw
the Shuttle as
the key element
in building a
post-Apollo space
programme
involving nuclear
shuttlecraft, space
stations and bases
on the Moon and
Mars.

George
Mueller was a
great friend
of the BIS

decry the end of lunar exploration, prophesying its
conclusion even before it had begun, but rather a new
opportunity for consolidating the space programme
and widening its relevance, broadening and deepening
its applicability to the lives of ordinary people, those
who could never expect to fly into space but whose
lives could be touched productively by the space
programme itself.
He defined this in his summary of what the new
direction could achieve: “Manufacturing in space,
fuel and supply storage for deep space operations, life
support for crews on board space stations, require not
one but thousands of tons of material, to be shuttled in
and out of space…Therefore there is a real requirement
for an efficient Earth-to-orbit transportation system…
The objective…is to find a design that will yield an
order of magnitude reduction in operating costs.”
In that speech made to the Society by George
Mueller on 10 August 1968, in which he first used the
words Space Shuttle, he was remarkably prescient in
believing that the future of the space programme lay in
commercial hands, making frequent reference to the
way the aeroplane had spawned an industry routinely
carrying people across the globe. His closing words
could quite easily be enshrined within the functional
purpose of the BIS itself.
“We will go where we choose – on our Earth,
throughout our Solar System and through our galaxy
– eventually to live on other worlds... Man will
never be satisfied with less than that”. SF

RIGHT
The propellant
drop-tank design
for the Shuttle
as described by
Mueller.
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REVIEWS

MULTI-MEDIA
SpaceFlight reviews the latest books, websites, films, TV programmes and
games for space enthusiasts of all ages
PRINTED BOOK

Dismantling the Red Planet

I

t may not be entirely logical to have an
Owner’s Manual for an object that, by
international treaty, is not subject to
appropriation; but putting that rather pedantic
objection aside, this is a very fine volume
indeed.
The story of the exploration of Mars is told
in detail in the Manual, which weaves details of
the various space missions with our emerging
scientific understanding of the planet. Particularly
striking is how much our knowledge has advanced
during the space age – illustrations in the book
showing the imagery footprints of the early
Mariner missions are superimposed on “the best
map of Mars available at the time”. These figures
show a planetary map compiled using Earthbased telescopic imagery, where the resolution
is measured in hundreds of kilometres. Now, of
course, we have data at microscopic resolutions
collected by rovers on the surface.
The issue of whether we may find life, or traces

MARS From 4.5
billion years ago to
the present Owners’
Workshop Manual

by David M Harland
Haynes Publishing
978-1-78521-138-6
£22.99
188 pages, colour

of past life, on Mars is acknowledged as an open
subject, so the recent announcement by NASA of
the discovery of organics on the surface does not
invalidate any of the text. Nevertheless, the rapid
improvements to our understanding of Mars
which are highlighted in the Manual demonstrate
conclusively that any book on the planet will soon
need to be updated.
The book contains an excellent summary
of findings to date and includes very detailed
diagrams and graphics showing how the various
landers reached the surface. The book also
includes an excellent set of high-quality coloured
maps of the entire surface of Mars in an appendix
which also lists all robotic missions to date, the
physical characteristics of the planet compared to
Earth and a bibliography.
It is to be hoped that Haynes will bring out the
Mars GTI Manual in a few years’ time! (Where
GTI = Greater Technical Insight!).
Stuart Eves

PRINTED BOOK

The spaceplane that never was

E

very so often a piece of historical research
provides material for a seminal work,
unique in its thoroughness and value as a
reference tool. Of such is this monumental
work by a noted space historian, author
and commentator.
Rarely do failed projects attract gripping
attention but the story of Europe’s (largely France’s)
aspiration for a reusable shuttlecraft is a lesson
in the politics of partnerships and the desire to
express national objectives through the lens of
international agreements. This is one such work
and is a valuable addition to any space library as it
provides unique insight to one of the most heavily
contested projects of the Space Age.
A giant in post-war technological success,
dominant in European aviation and space
capabilities, France led a European coalition of
interested parties throughout the 1980s and ‘90s,
coalescing around the project and influencing the
design of the Ariane 5 launcher in the process.
Competitors included the UK’s HOTOL project
which France rejected when offered a share in its
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Spaceplane Hermes
by Luc van den Abeelen
Springer Praxis
978-3-319-4470-3
€46.79
588 pages, colour/b&w

development, and others from Germany and Japan
eager to emulate the Americans with their Shuttle.
There is no clear indicator as to why Hermes was
cancelled – there are plenty of logical engineering,
technical and programmatic reasons why it did so,
but perhaps the greatest reason of all was the way
the world fell out of love with spaceplanes; the Cold
War was over, the realities of just how difficult these
technologies could be came with the Challenger
disaster and the general direction of the space
programme moved toward greater cooperation with
the US over the International Space Station.
For whatever reason, Hermes failed as a project
while retaining viability as a concept and it may yet
return to get the attention of European aerospace
interests. For the time being, Luc van den Abeelen
is to be congratulated on a remarkable piece of
historical research which will only grow in value
as the circle turns yet again toward spaceplanes –
with the X-37B and Dream Chaser quietly writing
a revolution in reusable winged vehicles and David
Ashford here in the UK keeping the aspiration alive.
David Baker

REVIEWS

GAMER'S CORNER with Henry Philp

Kerbal Space Program
Although the focus of space exploration is generally on real life,
space games make an interesting diversion as they often mirror of
real-world space achievements, but in different, alien worlds.
Take Kerbal Space Program. Currently being developed by
Mexican company Squad, the basic premise of the game is that the
player is in charge of an up-and-coming space programme staffed
and crewed by Kerbals – small, green, humanoid aliens. He or she
must build a spacecraft from a limited selection of parts, capable of
carrying the Kerbals to wherever the player chooses within a large
and diverse solar system.
Although the size of the planets and moons are not technically
grounded in reality (the Kerbals’ planet, Kerbin, despite looking
very similar to Earth with an atmosphere and oceans, is only
around half the size of our own Moon), the simulation of physics

and orbital mechanics is very realistic, with players able to mimic
the manoeuvres of real spacecraft such as Hohmann transfers,
aerobrakings and gravity assists.
There are three modes available to play in: Sandbox mode,
which allows you to do anything you want without any restrictions;
Science mode, which requires you to collect “Science” in order to
research new components for your spacecraft; and Career mode,
which imposes contracts that you must complete to earn money
and progress through the game.
Of course, Career mode is the most realistic of the three, and is
the closest most people will get to managing their own space
programme! Consequently, Kerbal Space Program has gained a big
following and inspired thousands of people to get into science and
engineering. Check it out at: https://kerbalspaceprogram.com/

Astroneer
Although not as realistic as Kerbal Space Program, Astroneer is
a space game more focused on planetary colonisation and
exploration. Set in weird, colourful and psychedelic worlds,
players of Astroneer are astronauts (or “astroneers”) in a 25th
century gold rush who must risk their lives in harsh environments
for the chance of striking it rich.
In order to survive, you must collect resources and build a
base, aided by a useful “terrain tool” that can create, melt away
or smooth terrain almost like putty. With the correct resources
and equipment, rovers and spacecraft can be built that allow
players to venture further from their home base and even to
other planets.
Although every planet in the game has different
characteristics that make it what it is, the terrain is randomly
generated, meaning that no two players’ universes will ever be
the same. However, multi-player gameplay is supported, allowing

players to co-operate and survive together.
Astroneer is not designed to be a realistic space simulator:
it's about exploring new worlds, rather than machine-gunning
people to death, which is what makes space games so inspiring.
Find out more at https://astroneer.space/
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A new interstellar asteroid?

Jan 2029 Feb 2018
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2015 BZ509
could be the
second
asteroid of
interstellar
origin
discovered in
the Solar
System

but its orbital elements were determined in 2015, so the
name.
While the origin of the asteroid is possibly
interstellar, it is not yet proven that a Solar System
origin can be completely ruled out. Perhaps this object
is a member of the Oort cloud that experienced a close
gravitational interaction with a giant planet and was
injected into that strange orbit, or it has some other
unusual origin yet to be discovered. If its origin is
indeed our Solar System, it is likely in an unstable orbit
that will last a short time (astronomically speaking).
But if the interstellar origin is proven, 2015 BZ509
will become one of the most scientifically relevant
objects in the whole Solar System, and a mission to
analyse its properties and detailed composition could
reveal significant clues about remote planetary systems.
Or perhaps not that remote in the cosmochemical
sense, as the asteroid could have been lost by one of the
Sun’s sisters in the stellar cluster where our star formed
4.5 billion years ago. Then, the chemical composition
of the asteroid would probably be similar to that of our
Solar System, both having been formed out of material
of the same gas and dust cloud.
All in all, it seems certain that 2015 BZ509 merits a
nicer designation.
Jordi L. Gutiérrez
(via email)
ORBITAL PARAMETER

BELOW LEFT
2015 BZ509's orbit
compared with that
of the Earth (green
circle) and Jupiter
(black circle). The
switch from blue
to pink denotes the
change from above
to below the plane
of Jupiter's orbit.
BELOW
For the moment,
2015 BZ509 is just a
point-like object in
CCD images.

Semimajor axis (AU)

5.1403

Eccentricity

0.3807

Inclination

163.005°
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Sir: Last year, Oumuamua, the first asteroid from
interstellar space, was discovered. It stirred a lot of
attention because it represented the discovery of a class
of objects which had been hypothesized for a long
time. Almost equally interesting were its brightness
variations, which hinted to a very elongated object
(Spaceflight Vol 60 No 5 p. 28).
I4IS proposed a mission to catch up with the
retiring asteroid, but its large receding velocity
made a rendezvous quite a difficult endeavour.
The aforementioned article finished by pointing to
the possibility that ongoing or near-future all-sky
astronomical surveys would probably find some other
interstellar asteroid in the next few years. In fact, it
seems that when I wrote these sentences it had already
been found (1).
Now, two researchers (2) have discovered that the
asteroid 2015 BZ509 (a not particularly catchy name)
could be the second asteroid of interstellar origin
discovered in the Solar System. Interestingly, it is not in
a hyperbolic orbit, but is rotating around the Sun. The
problem with its orbit, which was the tell-tale indication
that something was odd with this asteroid, is that it is
retrograde, it turns the Sun in the opposite sense to the
rest of known planets and the majority of asteroids.
Only about 100 asteroids out of more than 700,000 have
been found in retrograde orbits. The orbital inclination
is also quite large, being about 27 degrees out of the
ecliptic, the orbital plane of the Earth.
Its orbital bizarreness (see table 1) makes a
rendezvous with it a real challenge, requiring a series
of complex manoeuvers, including very likely one or
more gravity assists. Or, in a truly demanding mission,
a solar sail could be employed to allow the rendezvous
with this asteroid. Nature has thrown down its gauntlet
to I4IS experts.
The asteroid itself is rather small, probably around 3
km, and is the first one found in a 1:–1 resonance with a
planet, in this case Jupiter. The –1 means that the period
is the same as Jupiter (Jupiter’s period is 11.86 years,
while the asteroid’s is 11.65), but in a retrograde orbit.
As Oumuamua, 2015 BZ509 was also discovered by the
PAN-STARRS survey. Its first images date from 2014,

SLUG

SOCIETY NEWS

Apollo astronaut Al Worden (left) with Helen Sharman and Tim Peake on the main stage at New Scientist Live during WSW 2017.

AWorldDATE
FOR
YOUR
DIARY
Space Week 4-10 October
WORLD SPACE WEEK 2018 is fast approaching and
its UK National Coordinator, The British
Interplanetary Society, has a dedicated team of
volunteers who are constantly creating and
encouraging events across the UK.
“We are always on the lookout for new
volunteers from the British Interplanetary Society’s
membership, to help spread the word about World
Space Week”, says WSWUK National Coordination
Manager Vix Southgate.
World Space Week is an international celebration
of all things Space, which focuses on science and
technology and its role in the past, present and future
of mankind. Anyone can run a World Space Week
event and it can be held anywhere in the world.
Each year the World Space Week Association
assigns a different theme to the celebration and the
2018 World Space Week theme is “Space Unites the
World”. The themes are assigned to help encourage
new types of event and to unite them in a common
subject matter. However, it is just a guide, to provide
inspiration for event ideas. It does not have to be
strictly adhered to and we’re always happy to
promote all space themed activities for WSW.
If you have an idea, or already have an event in
planning, then your event can be registered on the
Global Calendar at: www.worldspaceweek.org/
events/add-event/
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If you can answer 'Yes' to these two questions…
• Is your event space-themed?
• Does it begin, end, or run during the first half
of October?
…then you have passed the basic requirements for
registering your event on the global calendar, which
gives you access to a worldwide audience for
promoting your event!
In addition to the two main requirements,
however, we also encourage you to ensure your
event informs, educates or inspires others about the
uses and benefits of space (past, present or future).
Although there are no restrictions on how or
where you run an event, World Space Week events
are usually categorised into four main areas; Public,
Private, Schools and Online.
If you don’t want to run an event of your own, but
would like to attend a World Space Week event, all
you have to do is to keep an eye on the global
calendar at www.worldspaceweek.org/events to
find events in your area.
Please note: Events are added as and when the
information is made available, and can be added at
any time, so it is essential to keep checking the site
for updates. The volunteers at The British
Interplanetary Society are able to help you at any
stage of your planning. Please contact them at
worldspaceweek@bis-space.com. SF
David Baker

A SPECIAL EXHIBITION entitled “Call
for Space” will form a special section of
the Maker Faire Rome event to be held
in Rome’s Fiera Di Roma 12-14 October
offering anyone who has developed
ideas, prototypes and projects in the
space sector a chance to present their
achievements to the public.
Call for Space also offers a unique
opportunity to discuss them in the vivid
and vital context of the Maker Faire.
The event this year will host a
celebratory section with the aim of
connecting today’s Makers for Space
with those of yesterday. The central
nucleus of this section will be an area
designated for space flight and
containing a celebration of the Makers
of Apollo and the Italian Makers who

produced, with typical inventiveness
and improvisation, the first series of
San Marco satellites.
The area dedicated to space is
produced in collaboration with the
Italian section of the British
Interplanetary Society, the curator of
the technical and cultural aspects of the
spaceflight section, and the School of
Aerospace Engineering of Sapienza
University of Rome, which will be
displaying valuable historical artefacts.
This area will focus on the legendary
Apollo programme, which will be MIT
computer programmer Don Eyles, an
exceptional Maker who was involved in
all the lunar missions. He will be
supported by David Baker, PhD and
engineer, Editor of the SpaceFlight and

On Visionary II
THE SECOND OF THE VISIONARY anthologies published
by the British Interplanetary Society follows in a very
honourable tradition, for the membership of the BIS has
included such science fiction luminaries as Arthur C.
Clarke and Robert Heinlein. The Society’s motto is “From
Imagination to Reality”, and it is therefore apt that the BIS
should produce another collection of SF which is, as the
front cover of the book puts it, “in the spirit of the British
Interplanetary Society”.
The genesis of the present volume came during a
conversation at a gathering at the headquarters of the
Initiative for Interstellar Studies, at which the current BIS
President, Mark Hempsell, spoke of the value of science
fiction in stimulating thought in the space-minded
community. The editor of the previous Visionary
anthology, Terence J Henley, suggested that the time was
ripe for another such collection, to which proposal Mark
enthusiastically agreed.
Terence worked with alacrity and zeal, and the new
anthology is the result, with stories ranging from fiction
firmly grounded in achievable space engineering, to
speculations concerning interstellar travel using new
forms of propulsion, whilst the cover illustration by Alex
Storer brings a modern perspective to the tradition of
British SF art. SF
Griffith Ingram

prolific author, who will talk about
ingenuity and solutions that were the
key to landing on the Moon.
The secrets behind the San Marco
Project will also be explain not only the
technology, but also the art behind the
uninterrupted success of these Italian
artificial satellites, created by the team
of engineers and technicians put
together by Professor Luigi Broglio at
the time of the Moon race.
This event is a unique opportunity to
celebrate the Makers for Space of
yesterday and introduce those of today,
a chance to understand the
technologies available for these
creations and to learn about the
opportunities that the sector offers on a
small scale. SF
Fabrizio Bernardini

VIA BIS

VIA VIX SOUTHGATE

CALLING ALL SPACE ENGINEERS!

The Editor of Visionary II, Terry Henley gets support from BIS President Mark Hempsell
at the i4is headquarters to publish the anthology.
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ROME MAKER FAIRE
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SOCIETY NEWS

MOON, MARS AND BEYOND

17 July 2018, 7 pm
VENUE: The Royal Institution, 21 Albermarle Street, London,
W1S 4BS

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
The Artist, the Astronaut and the Author
IMAGE COURTESY OF VERMONT ARTS & LIVING

BIS LECTURES & MEETINGS

Where should humans inhabit next? Apollo Astronaut
Al Worden and BIS Council Members Dr Stuart Eves
and Prof Chris Welch will argue their case for settling
on the Moon, Mars or travelling beyond. Who will win
your vote?

73RD ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

28 July 2018, 1 pm
VENUE: Royal Gunpowder Mills, Beaulieu Drive, Waltham
Abbey, Essex, EN9 1JY

Admission to the AGM is open to Fellows only but all
Members are welcome to join the discussion after the
formalities conclude around 1.15 pm. Please advise in
advance if you wish to attend (attendance to this part of
the afternoon is free).
The AGM will be followed by the BIS Summer Gettogether at the same venue; tickets are £20 and are on
sale now on our website. Please note that nominations
for Council are now closed.

TECHNICAL PROJECT TRILOGY

5 September 2018, 7pm
VENUE: The Royal Institution, 21 Albermarle Street, London,
W1S 4BS

An introduction to three of the BIS current technical
projects presented by the project leaders. Project
Q-Cube (Mark Hempsell), the SPACE Project (Jerry
Stone) and Project TOKNEP (David Homfray).

EXOMARS TALKS

13 September 2018, 7pm
VENUE: BIS, 27/29 South Lambeth Road, London SW8 1SZ

The joint European-Russian ExoMars Rover is due for
launch in 2020 following its assembly by Airbus in
Stevenage. Paul Meacham, Lead Systems Engineer at
Airbus, presents a status update.

SPACE DAY

6 October 2018
VENUE: The Hive, Sawmill Walk, The Butts, Worcester WR1 3PD

Call for exhibitors! Book a free stand at this popular BIS
West Midlands event during World Space Week. Email
west-midlands@bis-space.com. Attendance is also free
and there's no registration. Please join us if you can.

BIS PRESTIGE LECTURE:
WALLY FUNK & SUE NELSON

16 October 2018, 6pm
VENUE: BIS, 27/29 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1SZ

A special evening of canapés, talks and Q&As with
American aviator Wally Funk and award-winning
podcaster Sue Nelson. Members £20, Non-members
£30. Pre-booking is essential as seating is limited, and
early booking on the BIS website is advised.

CATCHING STARDUST

8 November 2018, 6pm
VENUE: BIS, 27/29 South Lambeth Road, London SW8 1SZ

Natalie Starkey, a geologist and cosmochemist, joins us
to discuss her book ‘Catching Stardust’, telling the story
of comets and asteroids.
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The BIS Library is a valuable resource for more than just browsing
books or conducting academic research as it also makes a great back
drop for interviews. In April 2018 BIS Fellow and author Dave Shayler
(above left) was filmed by US documentary maker William Muench in
the Library as part of a project on the lives and careers of former NASA
astronaut Jerry Carr (Commander Skylab 4) and his wife, the celebrated
sculpture artist Pat Musick (above right).
Provisionally entitled “the Artist and the Astronaut” the film looks at
how their two lives and accomplishments entwined in a passion for the
planet. Dave, a member of the BIS Council & Library Committee and
coordinator of the annual Russian/Sino Forum has known Jerry Carr for
over 30 years and wrote his authorised biography, Around the World in
84 Days (Apogee 2008). He often visited the Carr’s former home in the
Ozark forests near Huntsville, Arkansas, during his research into Jerry
Carr’s life and career. SF
David Baker

Tune in to the podcast
for more info

Remember – you can hear more comment on the issues
raised in this month’s SpaceFlight by tuning into or
downloading ‘The Interplanetary Podcast’, where Matt
and Jamie put the Editor of this esteemed publication on
notice to explain himself in words that anyone can
understand! The podcast is growing fast in popularity, so
don’t get left behind. Follow us at https://www.bis-space.
com/links/interplanetary-podcasts.

NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome
to 18 more of you
this month – 16
from the UK, one
from France and
one from Italy.
We’ll be publishing
more details of
worldwide
membership in
future issues.

